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ABSTRACT

PRIMING IN SEMANTIC CATEGORIES: AN EVALUATION OF

THE EFFECTS OF SIMILARITY AND PROTOTYPICALITY

by

Nancy Jean Evans

Three experiments were performed to test the influences of both the

similarity relations in the stimulus set and of the prototypicality of stimu-

lus items on response times to pairs of words. In the first experiment,

subjects judged word pairs from six natural semantic categories as con-

taining members from the same category or from different categories.

Pairs of both high and low typicality were primed by items of their own or

of a different typicality which were similar or dissimilar to the pairs. The

effects of prime -pair relations on reaction times were analyzed. It was

found, for both the prime types used in earlier work by Rosch and by

Evans and Lockhead and for prime types new to this experiment, that a

prime similar to a SAME pair produced faster responses to that pair than

did a prime dissimilar to the pair, even when the prime -pair typicality

match was controlled. In addition, responses to DIFFERENT pairs were

shown to be significantly influenced by the similarity relations of the

iii
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categories involved in the pairs.

In the second experiment, three of the cultural categories from

Experiment 1 were reexamined, with the special purposes of testing cate-

gory differences in priming effects and of evaluating the influence of prac-

tice on priming results. The general pattern of response times obtained

in Experiment 2 replicated the resiilts of the first study: Prime -pair

similarity was shown to influence reaction times importantly. With respect

to category differences, it was demonstrated that response speeds were

inversely related to the similarity between categories in the experimental

set: When the category(s) from which the pair items came were distinctive

in the total set, the average SAME and DIFFERENT responses to that pair

were fast. No other important category differences were obtained. Fin-

ally, it was shown that there was some decrease in differential priming

effects in these natural semantic categories very early in practice.

In Experiment 3, the similarity relations of the primes and pairs

used as stimuli in the two earlier studies were evaluated. Also, the corre-

lations of the rated prime and pair similarities and the pair response times

obtained in Experiment 1 were computed. It was shown that similarity was

significantly related to both SAME and DIFFERENT reaction times: For

SAME pairs, the more similar a prime was to a pair, the faster were the

SAME responses to that pair; for DIFFERENT pairs, the more dissimilar

were the categories involved in the pair, the faster were the DIFFERENT

responses to that pair.

IV
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These three studies deraonstrated that the similarity relations within

and between natural categories importantly affect category decisions in

a priming paradigm. It is suggested that the role of the natural prototype

in such categories can be interpreted in terms of the more general simi-

larity structure of the category space.
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INTRODUCTION

1

I

Categorization, the "sorting of things into kinds" (Quine, 1969,

p. 116) is one of the most useful cognitive activities. As described by-

Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin (1956), grouping together discriminably

different objects aids the organism in a number of ways. Primarily,

grouping reduces the complexity of the environment since the number of

units to be dealt with is lessened when events with "similar psychological

consequences" (Herrnstein, Loveland, Sz Cable, 1976, p, 299) can be com-

bined. Common categorization relates objects; by naming a novel plant as

a "mock orange, " for example, a new item "is seen to be conceptually

related to an already existing category" (Berlin, 1972, p, 55) » The new

item is fit into the semantic taxonomy; it takes a place in the mental' world

-

scheme. This recognizing of relationships is an important aspect of

thought. As William James described it, cognition begins when the organ-

ism can recognize sameness: "A pol-yp would be a conceptual thinker if a

feeling of 'Hollo! Thingumbob again!' ever flitted through its mind" (1890,

p, 463).

On the behavioral level, common grouping eliminates the necessity

for constant learning. An object, once classed, can be responded to as

1
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2

were its classmates. This response generalization has been well docu-

mented in animal learning. In fact, as might be expected from its useful-

ness, categorization is a pervasive behavior for many organisms. For

example, chimps (Kohler, 1918/1938) and pigeons (Herrnstein et al. ,

1976) seem to recognize and act in terms of sophisticated categories.

Humans are among the most well -studied categorizers . In cognitive

psychology, grouping behavior was traditionally investigated as concept

formation. Bourne (1966) summarized this experimental approach: "In

all conceptual problems the subject is required to learn or discover some

arbitrary scheme for grouping stimuli through an inductive process based

on the observation of a set of positive and negative instances" (p, 9). For

example, people would be shown a set of four cards, each displaying a

geometric figure: a dark circle on one card, a light circle on the second,

a dark square on the third, and a light square on the fourth card. Of all

the possible forms that occur in great variety in the environment, the

experimenter studied a constrained subset: A limited number of examples

were displayed and the type of variation was also restricted. (In the

example, only brightness and shape vary in important ways, with differ-

ences in size, position on the display, etc., being irrelevant,) The sub-

ject was asked to learn an arbitrary scheme for classifying the cards; for

example, he or she was told to pile round forms on the left and square

forms on the right. In such studies, the experimenter decided what con-

stituted a positive instance of the concept, and the subject discovered the

underlying rule.
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3

This general procedure was used broadly in experimental psychology

beginning in the 1950's. It appeared, to give a sample, in the reversal/

nonreversal shift experiments in child development, studies of how easily

children learned a new classification that shared some property with a

rule already discovered. The procedure was used in research on optimal

decision making, investigations of how efficiently adults discovered a con-

cept as a function of the type of positive and negative instances displayed.

Measures of perceptual sorting speed and accuracy, studies of how well

people sorted printed cards depending on the confusability of the depicted

stimuli, also incorporated this same basic design.

A class of theories about the processing of categorical information

evolved from such concept formation studies. In psychology, these the-

ories were referred to as feature analytic. Proponents described classi-

fication as patterned on logical elements. Labov (1973) presented a

review of the basic tenets of feature analysis; these principles are now

summarized. First of all, categories, the sets resulting from the classi-

fication, were viewed as discrete; there was no overlap of membership,

(In the four -card example, only circles should be sorted into the left pile

and only squares into the right pile.) Secondly, categories were invariant;

basic characteristics like the composition of the set were believed to be

the same under all conditions, (All circles would always go in the pile on

the left regardless of what other elements might be added to the context. )

As a third and very important property, feature -analytic categories were
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defined on the basis of criterial attributes. An item achieved category

membership by containing all the characteristic features of that category.

It was usually assumed as a corollary that all items passing this criterion

were equally "good, " or representative of the category. Such a model,

that categories were discrete, invariant, and determined by a checklist of

essential properties, can be described as an all-or-none processing model.

Like a neuron that fires only when threshold is reached, items belonged to

a category only if they met all feature criteria of that category. And just

as any neural stimulus past threshold arouses an equally effective nerve

spike, no matter if threshold is barely exceeded or if there is much

energy to spare, so any category member was as good a representative as

any other, an item fulfilling the skeletal feature list as well as an item

that had special additional properties.

One of the clearest examples of the feature -analytic approach in

psychology was Selfridge's Pandemonium (see Lindsay & Norman, 1977),

Selfridge modeled some aspects of perception using the idiom of process-

ing demons. Each demon, a feature analyzer, metaphorically sat in the

visual processor and looked for particular characteristics in the incoming

visual display, for example left -slanted lines in letters. When a demon's

target occurred, perhaps when a capital A came in, he yelled to his imme-

diate supervisor demon, who yelled to his supervisor, and so forth, until

the final executive demon categorized the pattern based on the total fea-

ture list. The model was a whimsical but cogent example of perceptual
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classification by means of analysis of features.

Researchers other than psychologists had also been investigating

classification at this time, and a feature -analytic approach to the general

question of how humans decide what to group with what was developed in a

number of disciplines. In linguistics, a version of feature analysis that

was especially influential for later work appeared in Katz and Fodor's

(1963) theory of semantic markers. Katz and Fodor claimed that a lan-

guage user decomposes a lexical item into its atomic concepts, or

"markers." Meaning rested on the values of the markers. For example,

the category "bachelor" was defined and understood, according to the

theory, in terms of evaluations like human, male, and unmarried.

Anthropologists developed an essentially equivalent system for analyzing

cultural classifications such as kinship. Called "componential analysis, "

this approach set as a goal the derivation of a "calculus" of cognitive

processing (Wallace, 1962), After recording a dictionary of taxonomic

terms, the anthropologist was to identify relevant dimensions logically and

to define each term by its components on these dimensions. For example,

the kin category "grandfather" might be composed of all relatives two

generations from ego, in a direct line, and male. The similarity to the

linguistic model is obvious when the markers are defined as GENERATION,

LINEAGE, and SEX,

Such feature analyses may have been popular for two reasons. First

of all, they brought a system of orderly evaluation to a wide range of
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behavioral data, from responses in perceptual processing tasks to infor-

mants' reports about cultural groupings. Secondly, the feature approach

effectively handled much of the type of data it was derived to fit. Pande-

monium might be adequate as a theory of some types of visual discrimina-

tions, for example of simple geometric figures, Linguists studying lan-

guage as a logical form and anthropologists looking at invented classifiers

like kinship found their versions of feature analysis useful.

However, research interest was awakening in a qualitatively differ-

ent type of classifying. It was observed that some of the category deci-

sions people made in their day-to-day lives were not modeled neatly by

the formal rigor of feature analysis, Labov (1973) gave an example of

such natural categorizing:

In any kitchen, there are many containers that are obviously bowls,

cups, mugs, and dishes. But there are others that might be called

cups, or might not; or might be a kind of cup, according to some, but

a kind of dish according to others. This is a problem of formal
description more than a problem of the language; for the puzzled
expressions that we get when we hold up such an object for naming
rarely appear in the everyday use of the language. The most casual

observation suggests that the language has many adroit ways of dealing

with the problem, but that has not helped lexicographers when they
attempted formal definitions of words, (pp. 340-341)

In a series of experiments on naming, Labov claimed that there is no

easily limited feature list to describe the category of cups. He found that

a cup imagined holding mashed potatoes became a bowl and was called a

vase when filled with flowers. He claimed that some intermediate forms

of such vessels would be just as likely named a cup as a bowl, even

though cups and bowls are - -formally- -contrasting categories. In
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summary, categories were not necessarily predicated on semantic

markers, nor invariant, nor discrete.

In a philosophical investigation of language use, Wittgenstein had

come to the same general conclusion, that feature analysis was a poor

model for natural categorizing. He noted that at least some of the group-

ings language users made could not be determined by common atomic units

of meaning. His famous example was the category of games. According

to Wittgenstein (1958), no characteristic is shared by all games. The way

they are related is more like a "family resemblance, " where "some of

[the members] have the same nose, others the same eyebrows and others

again the same way of walking; and these likenesses overlap" (p, 17),

Wittgenstein's claim was that humans can, and often do, categorize with-

out a discrete set of common markers as the basis of the groupings.

Natural categories like games and cups are not neatly bounded enti-

ties with membership unambiguously determined. Basing such categories

on easily named and limited feature sets may therefore be misleading.

Instead, if they are to be described logically, natural categories might be

more accurately modeled as "fuzzy sets," Zadeh's (1965) contribution to

mathematical category theory. The classic mathematical set was defined

as all elements, x, fulfilling a certain property, much like the list criterion

in feature models of cognition. (In fact, Meyer, 1970, presents a set-

theoretic model of category decision-making,) For example, in the class

of whole numbers, all those divisible by 2 would belong to the set of even
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numbers. For any number proposed, it could unambiguously be decided,

by evaluating the rule divisible -by-2 -without-remainder, if the number

belonged to the set. This rule serves as a membership function, f(x), for

evenness. For any x, f(x) could be evaluated and, in the traditional set,

would take on one of two values: f(x) = 1 if x were divisible by 2 without

remainder (x would be said to be in the set), or. f(x) = 0 if x were not divis-

ible by 2 (x woxild be out of the set). Zadeh's innovation was to make the

logical membership function continuous on the interval (0, 1), That is,

for a fuzzy set, instead of just being in or out of a set, members could be

in the category to various degrees. Also, an item was permitted to have

a non -zero membership value in more than one contrasting category, and

the membership value for an element in a particular category did not

necessarily remain constant.

Variable belongingness and overlapping boundaries began to be sug-

gested as more appropriate descriptions of much natural categorizing than

were feature -analytic principles. For example, Kay and McDaniel (1975)

emphasized the overlap of color boundaries. Both Berlin (1972) and Hage

and Miller (1976) claimed, for plants and animals respectively, that some

category members belonged more fully to the set than did others. (In

Zadeh's terms, they had a higher degree of membership.) Sokal (1974),

in writing about taxonomies in general, argued for the importance of poly -

thetic classifications, in which members "share a large proportion of

their properties but do not necessarily agree in any one property" (p. 1117).
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Psychological theories were modified to incorporate the

aspects of natural categories. Laboratory research interest centered in

particular on the issue of degrees of membership. In an early influential

theory, Collins and Quillian (1969) had implied that all members of a com-

mon category belonged to the set equally. They studied semantic inclusion,

measuring, for example, reaction time to respond YES/NO to the state-

ment, "An ostrich is an animal." They claimed response time in this

task depended on the number of levels separating the two concepts in the

semantic "network, " In the example, ostrich is nested under bird, which

is nested under animal, so the ostrich statement requires a two -level

decision. This statement was in fact shown to take longer to verify than

did a one -level example like "A bird is an animal. " But the Collins and

Quillian model implied that no differences existed among processing times

within a level, that any bird could be evaluated as belonging to the category

as quickly as any other. "An ostrich is a bird" should be responded to

just as quickly as "A robin is a bird, " since both robin and ostrich are one

level from bird. Rips, Shoben, and Smith (1973) directly tested such an

assumption and found that response speeds in fact varied among category

instances at a common level. Speed depended on how much the instance

belonged to the concept, operationally on how far apart the two words

(ostrich and bird, robin and bird) were positioned when people were asked

to rate their similarity and the relative ratings were graphed. Rips et al.

concluded that some birds are more bird-like than others, and that it is
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these better birds that are confirmed more quickly. Reaction time, then,

depended on degrees of membership within a hierarchic level; better cate-

gory members had a central position in that level and so were processed

more easily than were poor members. Recently, Tversky (1977) has also

claimed that there are asymmetries in natural categories reflecting such

a favored position of good members, and Krumhansl (1978) has theorized

that some category items, including the most representative, have a "spe-

cial status" (p, 448) in the domain. These recent papers incorporate

degrees of membership into a theory of the processing of natural cate-

gories.

While natural categories like animals were now being investigated in

the behavioral sciences, work had not been abandoned on how people clas-

sify the more traditional laboratory stimuli. However, the models that

now appeared for these "unnatural" categories also began to include pro-

vision for variable degrees of membership. For example, Posner and

Keele (1968) presented geometrical displays, matrices of dots all gener-

ated as random walks from a central pattern, the prototype. They found

that subjects recognized not only the particular configurations that they

had been shown in training, but that they also (falsely) "recalled" the base,

even though it had never been presented, Posner (1969) theorized that the

subjects had abstracted a schema from the displayed category instances

and had stored it as part of the category. This notion of a memory schema

is based on earlier work by Bartlett (193Z). After extensive experiments
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on remembering, Bartlett evolved the theory that past experience and

knowledge are retained as an "active, organized setting, " not merely col-

lected as individual traces. Posner adopted this usage in claiming that

the dot patterns' central tendency had a special role in the group, perhaps

as some kind of organizing principle. Even for these artificial categories

then, some members were more representative of the set than others.

The basic tenets of feature analysis were challenged by these kinds

of empirical results and there arose a new class of psychological theories

about how natural classifications are processed and understood. Cate-

gories began to be modeled as graded or analog. Contrasting groupings

overlapped, members belonged within a category to a variable degree and

changed with circumstances, and if there were criterial features, they

were complex. Perhaps the most extensive research oriented in this new

way is that of Eleanor Rosch, Like many of the more recent investigators

described above, she believes that, for natural groupings, it is inappro-

priate to search for the universal cognitive calculus of category member-

ship. However, Rosch does claim the existence of a universal in cate-

gorizing. This universal is the structure within a category. (She has

devoted less research effort to observations between categories, but see

Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, &: Boyes-Braem, 1976.) All natural

classifications, Rosch claims, consist of a small number of most repre-

sentative prototypes flanked by category members of decreasing goodness.

While the content of sets and also the nature of the prototypes may vary
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with culture, development, and so forth, the basic category arrangement

around a few best members is presumed to be universal (Rosch, 1975d)o

Such a proposition echoes some earlier work, most notably the

Gestalt writings about "ideal types," Wertheimer (1912/1938) used this

phrase to describe perceptual stimuli that, because they are well formed

or standard, act as anchors for their category,. For example, in the

marketplace, a dozen might be such a reference point. Other number

groupings are defined in reference to 12, so a "baker's dozen" is a -dozen-

plus and, to quote Wertheimer (p, 269), "as for 11, one simply does not

buy 11 pieces of anything !
"

Rosch's claim is more or less the same: that all categories, at

least all the ones used outside the laboratory, have a prototype, a best or

most representative member that anchors the others. She has stated that

categories are processed "in terms of the prototype" and that stimulus

spaces in fact "become organized and categories develop around" the best

members (1975d, p. 179). These prototypes are central to Rosch's theory.

In defining them, she incorporates several of the analog ideas discussed

earlier. First of all, a prototype is said to have the highest family

resemblance to other category members and the lowest family resemblance

to elements outside the category (Rosch & Mervis, 1975), that is, a very

large overlap with characteristics within, and a very low overlap with

characteristics outside, its group. In keeping with Posner and Rips et al.,

she agrees that the prototype may be a central tendency; it may
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metaphorically lie at the center of the category's similarity space. But

for natural categories, Rosch believes prototype formation is also influ-

enced by more than just an averaging of characteristics. Prototypes are

described as being frequent in occurrence; they may have a few attributes

that are especially memorable or socially salient or perceptually com-

pelling; they can be influenced by what she calls "as yet undefined gestalt

properties of stimuli and stimulus combinations" (Rosch & Mervis, 1975,

p. 599). As an example of these special characteristics of a natural pro-

totype, consider the Shoshoni bird taxonomy (Hage & Miller, 1976). In

this folk classification, the name for the Golden Eagle is also used to

represent birds in general; this eagle is one of the most frequently

observed members, is particularly large, and inhabits the area year-

round.

If such prototypes are as important as Rosch claims, they might be

expected to play an essential role in cognitive structure and organization.

In fact, Rosch has marshalled considerable support, both from her own

research and from that of other investigators, for such a role. First of

all, prototypes are well -remembered category instances, Rosch found

that focal colors (category members picked as representative in many cul-

tures, as documented by Berlin & Kay, 1969) are recognized after delay

more easily than are nonfocals. They are in fact better recognized inde-

pendent of being more easily named, since they have a memory advantage

for observers who have no reliable color labels for the prototypes
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(members of a traditional New Guinea society, Heider [Rosch], 197Z;

children in the United States, Heider, 1971).

As a second kind of testimony to the importance of prototypes in

natural groupings, it has been shown that they are associated especially

strongly with their categories. Several researchers documented that

people are faster to confirm that the most representative members (as

determined by membership ratings) do indeed belong to the set: Subjects

can more quickly confirm that robins are birds, that apples are fruit, and

that chairs are furniture than they can decide about ostriches, olives, and

ashtrays (Rips et al.
, 1973; Rosch, 1975b), As further confirmation that

good instances are especially strongly connected with the category, it was

shown that prototypes are among the most frequently given associates to

a category name, (The correlation of rated typicality and probability of

output in the Battig and Montague norms is high; see Rosch, 1975b,)

Prototypes may have a special organizational role in natural lan-

guage. Using sentence frames that incorporated linguistic hedges (e.g,,

"is almost" and "more or less"; see Lakoff, 1972), Rosch (1975a) had

people substitute category members of various rated degrees of proto

-

typicality into either the subject or referent slot. An example of such a

frame is the following;

A (SUBJECT) is almost a (REFERENT).

This in fact operationalizes Wertheimer's ideal types: Anchors would be

expected to be placed m.ost often in the referent slot, so that, for example.
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"Eleven is just about a dozen" and not "A dozen is just about eleven," For

three kinds of categories, color, line orientation, and number, Rosch

found that people reliably placed prototypes as the referent. (She also

found complementary results when the items were physically placed such

that one was positioned at the center of a board and other members of the

set were to be moved a representative psychological distance from the

center: Nonprototypes were referred into prototypes,)

Finally, and most relevant to the research to be reported here,

Rosch claims that prototypes are shown to be important in classification

because they are the members called up when the cognitive representation

of a category is tapped. She used a specific research strategy, that of

priming (see Seller, 1971), to demonstrate this accessing of the proto-

type in both color (1975c) and cultural categories (1975b), Her paradigm

was to cue the upcoming test stimulus, to prime the subject for the two

words coming up, and then to ask the subject to respond as quickly as pos-

sible if the words were the same or different (where, in some experiments,

SAME was to mean physically identical and in others same -category; and

where DIFFERENT pairs included items from two different categories).

Two types of primes, the category name and the word blank, and two kinds

of pairs, those composed of two high typical items and others containing

two low typical items, were presented in a 2 x 2 design. For example,

the words "bird" and "blank" primed sparrow-robin, a high typical pair,

and ostrich -penguin, a low typical pair. Response times, computed
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separately for SAME and DIFFERENT pairs, were compared for the

various prime -pair combinations. For the investigation of prototypes,

results from the SAME pairs were most important. These results are

graphed in the top two panels of Figure 1; results for same -category pairs

appear on the top left and those for physical -identity pairs on the top right.

Rosch found that responses after the category name cue (bird) were

faster, relative to responses after blank, for high typical category mem-

bers (sparrow, robin) than for low typical members (ostrich, penguin).

That is, priming with the category name "facilitated" responses to the

protytypes; responses to two poor members were less facilitated (same-

category pairs, top left panel in Fig, 1) or actually "inhibited" relative

to responses after blank (physical -identity pairs, top right panel) by the

category name.

Such findings confirmed for Rosch that there is an internal structure

to natural categories and that this structure is importantly related to cate-

gory prototypes. As she reasoned:

If the code generated by the category name is like a list of criterial

attributes or in some other way represents only a common denomina-
tor of category membership (of bare inclusion within the boundaries of

the category), SAME responses to pairs of items of any degree of

category membership should be equally facilitated by priming with the

category name. On the other hand, if the code is more like a repre-

sentation of the category prototype, SAME pairs closer to the proto-

type should be more strongly facilitated. (1975c, p, 304)

Her claim, again, is that the natural prototype is the group anchor, that

the category is organized around and processed in relation to the proto-

type, When a subject hears the category name, he or she supposedly calls
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Figure 1. Average response times to SAME pairs in earlier prim-
ing studies: top two panels taken from Rosch (1975b); bottom panel from
Evans and Lockhead (Note 1).
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up the anchor, perhaps somewhat like Posner's subjects "recalled" the

never-shown schema when memory for the category was later tested. The

category prime, then, sets the subject for prototypic occurrences; if they

appear, the subject is very fast to respond. If the poor members come

up, since they are unlike the category code and could presumably only be

accessed indirectly, responses are slow. The .category name facilitates

responses to prototypes differentially because prototypes are the "cogni-

tive reference points" (Rosch, 1975a) for their categories.

There is, however, an alternative interpretation to Rosch's priming

results. Responses to good members may be more speeded than are

responses to poor members after a category name prime because the good

items are more similar to that prime; the category may simply be a more

suitable cue for prototypic members of the set. Two assumptions are

embodied in this interpretation: (a) that good instances are more like the

category name than are poor instances, and (b) that similarity relations

among stimulus elements affect response speed. The membership ratings

and word association results described earlier both suggest that good

instances are indeed more like the category label than are poor items;

further, this similarity differential was verified directly in Experiment 3

here. There is also considerable support for the second assumption. For

example, Meyer and Schaneveldt (1971) demonstrated that judgments about

the same kind of stimuli become faster as successive words become more

similar; and King, Gruenewald, and Lockhead (1978) showed that similarity
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relations importantly affect classification of animal names. Rosch's facili-

tation of responses to good members after a category prime might be

assumed then to rest on relations within the set rather than on any special

characteristic inherent in prototypes (e.g., their status as "reference

points")

.

How could such a similarity interpretation be tested? It cannot be

examined in Rosch's work because she presented only the category name

prime and the word blank, that is, only a cue similar to good members

and a control condition. Good members alone were appropriately primed,

so it cannot be determined if their facilitation rested on -their unique refer-

ence character or on their similarity relation to the cue. What is required

is to test whether responses to nonprototypes, too, could be facilitated,

even though they are not category references, if they were primed with a

cue appropriate to them. Evans and Lockhead conducted such a test (Note

1). In a design somewhat like Rosch's priming of color pairs, they used

actual color chips --rather than spoken color names --as cues. Therefore,

both prototypic and nonprototypic primes could be included. (There are

no widely agreed upon color names for nonprototypes,) Both good and poor

color pairs were cued with a good color (most similar to the good pair)

The Evans and Lockhead design differed slightly from Rosch's in

three basic ways. As described, nonprototypic primes were included and

color chips, instead of names, were used as cues. In addition, the Evans
and Lockhead non-blank primes could be called "more informative"

because their design, unlike Rosch's, restricted DIFFERENT pairs within

a single category, so both were always correctly primed in terms of cate-

gory. (Only one of the items in Rosch's pairs was correctly primed.)
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and with a poor color (most similar to the poor pair) and with a blank dis-

play (similar to neither) in a 2 x 3 design. The results are shown in the

bottom panel of Figure 1. (Since Evans and Lockhead used physical

-

identity matches, their findings can be compared to Rosch's identity con-

dition, the top right panel of the figure,) As can be seen, the results of

the Evans and Lockhead study confirmed several similarity predictions.

First of all, for both good and poor pairs, performance was slowest after

the prime least similar to the pairs, the blank display, (There was no

evidence of Rosch's physical -identity inhibition.) The second finding was

the interaction of the typicality of the non -blank primes and the typicality

of the pairs. It was found, as Rosch's theory suggests, that responses to

good pairs were more facilitated by a prototypic prime than were responses

to poor pairs. But, responses to poor pairs were more facilitated than

were responses to good pairs when both pairs were primed nonprototypi-

cally. This confirmed that responses to both good and poor members of

a natural category can be speeded when each is primed appropriately, i. e.,

by a cue similar to the test stimulus. What may control performance in

a priming task is the similarity match of prime and pair rather than the

referentiality of good members per se.

The present set of experiments further examined a similarity inter-

pretation of priming effects. While much of the research reviewed

throughout this introduction demonstrated that prototypes are in some

sense "schemata" for natural categories, they are not the only part of
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group structure that influences category processing. The role of proto-

types may be limited. First of all, while it can be used to reference the

group, the natural prototype is not necessarily accessed. When cued to

other group members, as the color subjects may have been by Evans and

Lockhead's nonprototypic primes, people seem to process these members

directly without going through a prototype. (If the subjects had always

accessed through the prototype, a poor prime should have been referred

first to the good colors and only then to the poor pair, so that good pairs

should have been responsed to faster than were poor pairs after a poor

prime. They were not.) Secondly, any reference fixnction of the proto-

T

type seems to be very short-lived: Rosch (1975b) reported considerable

change in priming effects with practice, and Evans and Lockhead found

some loss of differential facilitation within two or three trials. Proto-

types then may have a more limited role in category processing than is

usually assumed.

The position taken in this paper is that the similarity relations among

the members within a category are an important part of the group's

internal structure, a part that must be evaluated to understand category

processing. In fact, for the kinds of decisions involved in the paradigm

used by Rosch, similarity may explain differential priming more effec-

tively than does a theory of special characteristics of the prototype.

Evans and Lockhead's color study attested to the influence of simi-

larity on priming effects. The experiments to be described extend and
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improve upon their analysis by comparing and contrasting typicality and

similarity explanations. Experimental design and discussion were cen-

tered around two questions. The first involved a replication of earlier

results in a broader context: Could the facilitative effect of a prime -pair

similarity match reported for color be generalized to a wider sample of

natural categories? Specifically, would poor members most facilitate

responses to similar poor pairs, and good members most facilitate

responses to similar good pairs, in diverse cultural categories? As part

of this question, some of the parameters of the similarity effect were

examined. For example, the effects of primes on same -category pairs

were compared to prime effects on physical -identity pairs; also, the rela-

tive effects of category -level and item-level primes were contrasted,

since both were used in the same experiment here. (Rosch primed only

with a category name; Evans and Lockhead used only item -level primes. )

The second question involved an extension of earlier findings; Would

an even stronger test of priming influences confirm the importance of

prime -pair similarity in category processing? One such test was per-

formed by controlling the typicality match of prime and pair and evaluating

whether similarity relations still affected response times. While the

Evans and Lockhead study documented that responses to nonprototypes too

could be facilitated if nonprototypic pairs were appropriately primed, that

experiment was still confounded with typicality; Primes were matched to

their respective pairs not only in similarity but also in rated goodness.
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So, no strong test of the effect on reaction time of prime -pair similarity,

independent of a typicality match of prime and pair, was made. Such a

direct comparison of the effects of similarity and typicality was an impor-

tant part of the present studies.

The remainder of this paper describes experiments addressing these

two issues, those of replication and of extension of the influence of prime

-

pair similarity in category decisions. Three related experiments were

performed. The first had subjects judge pairs of words taken from six

cultural groups as containing items from the same category or from dif-

ferent categories. Both good and poor pairs were included and were

primed by cues of their own or of a different typicality which were similar

or dissimilar to those pairs. The effects of the primes on reaction times

were analyzed. The second experiment examined three of the categories

in more detail, attempting a replication of Experiment 1 and also investi-

gating differences among categories and the effect of practice on priming.

In the final study, similarity ratings of the experimental primes and pairs

were collected. The correlation between prime -pair similarity and

prime -pair reaction time was also evaluated in this third experiment.

The three studies and their results are now described. They are followed

by a general discussion of some theoretical issues.
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EXPERIMENT 1: A PRIMING STUDY WITH

SIX NATURAL CATEGORIES

Methods

Design

Basic Structure

The first experiment tested the influence of priming on responses

to pairs of words from six natural categories. Upon presentation of a

pair, subjects judged whether the items in the pair came from the SAME

or DIFFERENT categories. The independent variables were: form of

pair (4), pair typicality (2), prime type (5), category (6), and subjects (18).

The dependent variables were time to respond SAME/DIFFERENT to a

pair and accuracy of response. Interactions with subjects served as the

error term in all statistical analyses, and, since category differences

were of minor interest in this first experiment, the results described

below are averages over categories. The theoretically most important

aspects of the design were form of pair, pair typicality, and prime type.

Each of these design factors is now described. Abbreviations will be used

for some of the variables; small letters refer to pairs and capital letters

to primes

,

25
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There were two main pair forms, SAME and DIFFERENT pairs,

and these occurred equally often. Each of the SAME pairs combined two

items from within a single category. One -half of the SAME forms were

physical -identity pair s (e,g,, broccoli-broccoli), and one -half paired

items of the same category that were not identical (broccoli-asparagus).

These are abbreviated here as p,i, and s.c, pairs. Both items from each

SAME pair always came from the category of the prime. Each DIFFER-

ENT pair combined two items from different categories. For one -half

of these pairs, the item on the left came from the category primed on that

trial; these were called match (m,
)
pairs, since the left item matched,

by category, the prime. (For example, after a prime of vegetable, the

match pair broccoli -tangerine was shown.) The remaining DIFFERENT

forms, the mismatch (mm.) pairs, had an incorrectly primed item on the

left, (After the vegetable prime, the mismatch pair presented was

tangerine -asparagus . ) One item from each DIFFERENT pair always came

from the category of the prime; the other item always came from a cate-

gory different from that of the prime. In summary, there were four levels

of pair form, abbreviated s . c , ,
p,i,, m, , and mm.

Within each of these four pair forms, one -half of the pairs were

composed of two highly typical category members and one -half were com-

posed of two members of low typicality. That is, there were two levels

of pair typicality, called good (g) and poor (p) pairs. Within each

pair, the two members were of the same typicality. Additionally, within
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all SAME pairs, the two members were very similar to each other; when

the relation of a prime to a SAME pair is discussed throughout this paper,

the relation of the prime to both pair items is therefore described.

Finally, five prime types were used: a control; the category name;

a category member matched to the presented pair in both typicality and

similarity; a category member mismatched to the pair in both typicality

and similarity; and a category member matched to the pair in typicality

but dissimilar to it. Every pair was primed in each of these ways, so

there were five levels of prime type.

Major Interest

i

For each s.c,, p,i., m.
,
and mm, pair, the interaction of the other

i

i

!

two variables - -pair typicality and prime type --was the major interest of
|

j

this experiment, (Important aspects of pair form are described in the
|

next section.) All primes were chosen to stand in various typicality and
|

I

similarity relations to the pairs. In this way, the effect of the prime -pair

relation could be evaluated in terms of its influence on the dependent variable

of most interest, response time to call the pair SAME category or DIFFER-

ENT category. (As is shown later, the other dependent variable, accuracy,
'

was correlated with response time. Effects are described only in terms

of speed.) These designed relations between the five prime types and the

two pair typicalities, and their expected effects, are now described. They

1

are also depicted, for a representative good and poor pair, in Table 1.
|

The five prime types included, first of all, the priming conditions I
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used by Rosch: a control prime, the word blank (hereafter abbreviated

BL), which was expected to provide baseline response speeds because it

gave no information about the upcoming pair; and the category name (CAT),

shown by Rosch to facilitate responses to good pairs differentially. (In

Table 1, the baseline BL condition appears in cells 1 and 2; Rosch'

s

results for the CAT prime appear in cells 3 and 4.) The two prime types

used by Evans and Lockhead, a category member matched to the pair in

both typicality and similarity and a member mismatched to the pair in both

typicality and similarity, were also used. That is, good pairs were

primed both by a good item similar to them (the G/S prime) and by a poor

item similar to the poor pair (P/S); poor pairs were primed by these same

G/S and P/S primes, but for these poor pairs the P/S prime was the prime

that matched the pair and the G/S was the prime that mismatched it,

Evans and Lockhead found that the G/S primes speeded performance on

good pairs (cell 5) and the P/S primes speeded performance on poor pairs

(cell 8); however, they tested this result only for color categories. Both

the Evans and Lockhead and Rosch results were reexamined in the present

experiment. Additionally, since aspects of both methodologies were com-

bined, the relative effects on the pairs of the category-level and item-level

primes, the effects of CAT and G/S on good pairs (cells 3 and 5), and the

effects of CAT and P/S on poor pairs (cells 4 and 8) were evaluated.

The fifth type of prime was unique to this design and was introduced

to provide additional information about prime and pair relations. This
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prime type afforded a strong test of the hypothesized importance of prime

-

pair similarity in category decisions. The cue consisted of an item

matched to the pair in typicality but dissimilar to it --a good item dis-

similar to the good pair (G/D) and a poor item dissimilar to the poor pair

(P/D)o By comparing performance on good pairs after G/S and G/D

{cells 5 and 9), and on poor pairs after P/S and P/D (cells 8 and 10), the

influence of prime -pair similarity on response time was examined inde-

pendent of other aspects of the prime -pair match (their match on typical-

ity and their match on hierarchic level). Such a test is possible here

because G/S and G/D, and P/S and P/D, were both matched to their pairs

in typicality and were both on the item level. The two primes differed

only in their similarity relation to the pair, and the importance of this

relation could therefore be gauged by comparing the two priming influences.

The Effect of Pair Form

The interaction of the prime types and pair typicalities was studied

for each pair form. Prime and pair results were expected to be patterned

differently in the four forms. Both Rosch (1975b, 1975c) and Evans and

Lockhead (Note 1) reported that the large differential priming results

described above occurred only for SAME pairs. For the other two forms,

the m. and mm. DIFFERENTS, the only priming effect obtained was that

all non-blank primes produced faster responses than did BE. So, a table

of DIFFERENT pair predictions (compare Table 1) would show all odd-

numbered cells faster than cell 1 and all even cells faster than cell 2,
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with no other large differences.

Further, Rosch found a slightly different pattern within SAME pairs.

She obtained inhibition of responses to poor, p,i, pairs: Responses to p,

p.i, pairs were slower after CAT than after BL. In Table 1, cell 4

would be slower than cell Z, were p,i. pairs shown. (This is indicated

by an asterisk in the table,) Because of these expected pattern differences

for the pair forms, prime and pair results are described separately for

S.C., p,i., and DIFFERENT pairs below.

Two forms of DIFFERENT pairs were included to answer an addi-

tional question, one unrelated to differential priming effects within a pair.

This question also involves general similarity relations in natural cate-

gories, but now relations across categories. Earlier work (see Sala,

1978) suggested that subjects were faster to respond DIFFERENT when

the item incorrectly primed was read first, that is, when the item on the

left came from a category dissimilar to that of the prime. (For example,

after a vegetable prime, a pair containing one vegetable and one furniture

item was called DIFFERENT more quickly if the furniture item was read

first.) This effect was tested here by including both m. and mm, DIFFER-

ENT pairs.

Summary

Experiment 1 examined the influence on reaction time (and accuracy)

of similarity relations among stimulus items. Of primary interest was

the effect of similarity between members of a single category, specifically
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between the prime and a SAME pair, (Recall that, since both members

of a SAME pair were similar to each other and of the same typicality, the

relation of the prime to both pair members was identical; when the rela-

tion of the prime to a SAME pair is discussed, it is to be understood as

the prime's relation to both pair members,) The effect of such similarity

was investigated for two forms of SAME pairs, s.c, and p.i. It was pre-

dicted for SAME pairs that the more similar the prime to the pair, the

faster the response to that pair would be, A study of the similarity rela-

tions between categories was also made by examining DIFFERENT

responses. Here, speed was expected to be improved by dissimilarity

between the prime and the pair item read first; that is, responses to mm,

pairs, which presented on the left the incorrectly primed item, should be

faster than responses to m, pairs, in which the item of the prime's own

category appeared first.

Subjects

The subjects were 20 members of the Duke University community,

undergraduate and graduate students and one employee. The data from

2 people were eliminated because of equipment failure, so 18 subjects

served in Experiment 1, The subjects received either course credit or

payment for their participation. All were native speakers of English.

Fifteen were females and 3 were males.
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Stimuli

The words used as primes and in pairs were taken from Rosch

(1975b). She scaled a large number of items from 10 "semantic” cate-

gories for typicality; words from 8 of these were used in the present

experiment. (Eliminated were toys, because of severe ambiguity of

membership, and tools, a category in which the choice constraints

described below were hard to fulfill.) Items from Rosch's bird and

weapon norms were used for practice. Members of the 6 other cultural

categories - -furniture, fruit, vegetable, clothing, vehicle, andsport--

constituted the experimental stimuli. The words appeared in this study

exactly as used by Rosch except that plurals were made singular, unless

meaning was distorted (e.g., pants).

Stimuli were selected, from the much larger set of words available

in the norms, according to the following constraints. For each category,

4 pair words (2 good and 2 poor) and 6 prime words (BL, CAT, G/S, G/D,

P/S, and P/D) were chosen. (Refer to the example in Table 1.) Eight of

these 10 are item-level words and were chosen from the category norms:

The 4 good items (2 g pair words, the G/S prime, and the G/D prime)

were picked from the words ranked in the top one -third of typicality; the

4 poor items (2 p pair words, the P/S prime, and the P/D prime) were

chosen from the bottom one -third of the typicality scale. The other 2

words chosen for each category were the word blank and the category

name, both to be used as primes.
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Choices of the item-level words are now describedo Which 8 words

(4 good and 4 poor) to select from all the good and poor items in the norms

was determined by picking, for each group of 4, 3 words that were

psychologically similar to each other (these were to' constitute the 2 pair

words and the similar prime) and a fourth word that was dissimilar to

any of these 3 (to be used as the dissimilar prime). Similarity was

defined according to ratings described in Experiment 3. For example, in

the vegetable category of Table 1, the 4 good items picked were spinach,

broccoli, asparagus (all similar to each other), and corn (dissimilar to

each of the other 3). The 4 poor vegetables used were sweet potato, yam,

pumpkin (all similar), and parsley (dissimilar to the other 3), Once such

a group of 4 was chosen, the 2 items reserved to be used as primes were

the similar item of highest rated typicality (for good vegetables, spinach,

to be used as the G/S prime; for poor vegetables, sweet potato, to be used

as the P/S prime) and the dissimilar fourth item (corn, to be used as the

G/D prime; parsley, to be used as the P/D prime). Thus, for each cate-

gory, 6 primes (2 category members of high typicality, G/S and G/D; 2

members of low typicality, P/S and P/D; the category name; and the word

blank) and 4 pair words (2 good category members and 2 poor members)

were chosen.

Consider now just the 4 pair words in each category. From them

were constructed 4 SAME and 4 DIFFERENT pairs as follows. The

SAME pairs consisted of 2 pair forms, s,c. andp.i. Same -category
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pairs, one good (g) and one poor (p), were constructed by coupling the

items at a typicality level (broccoli with asparagus; yam with pumpkin).

Physical -identity pairs, again one g and one p, were formed by duplicat-

ing the pair item of higher rank (broccoli with broccoli; yam with yam).

Thus, for each category there were 4 SAME pairs: g, s,c,; g, p, i,
; p,

s . c . ; and p, p, i.

The 4 DIFFERENT pairs were constructed by aligning each of the

pair items from one category with a pair item of matched typicality from

another of the 6 categories. (For the practice DIFFERENT pairs, only

bird and weapon words were mixed.) As did the SAME forms, these 4

DIFFERENT pairs also included Z pair forms. Match (m.
)
pairs, one

good and one poor, were left -right ordered such that the item matched-

by-category to the prime appeared on the left. Mismatch (mm.) pairs,

one good and one poor, had the item mismatched to the prime on the left.

(E,g., after a prime of vegetable, a match pair was broccoli-tangerine,

and a mismatch pair was raisin-yam.) Thus, the 4 forms of DIFFERENT

pairs were: g, m,
; g, mm,

; p, m, ;
and p, mm.

To summarize, 6 of the natural categories ranked for typicality by

Rosch were chosen for this experiment; 2 other ranked categories served

as practice sets. In each category, 4 SAME pairs were organized from 2

good items and 2 poor items: a good, same -category pair (g, s.c,); a

good, physical -identity pair (g, p,i.); a poor, same -category pair (p,

s.c,); and a poor, physical -identity pair (p, p,i,). Four DIFFERENT
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pairs were formed by mixing across categories and within a typicality

level, with one -half of the pairs presenting the item correctly primed on

the left and one -half presenting the incorrectly primed item on the left: a

good, match pair (g, m..); a good, mismatch pair (g, mm.); a- poor,

match pair (p, m,); and a poor, mismatch pair (p, mm,). In addition to

these pairs, for each category 6 words were chosen to be used as primes:

the word blank (BL); the category name (CAT); a good item similar to the

good pair (G/S); a good item dissimilar to the good pair (G/D); a poor

item similar to the poor pair (P/S); and a poor item dissimilar to the poor

pair (P/D), All the experimental words, segregated by category and

listed with their prime/pair type, are shown in Table 2.

Procedure

As described above, a practice set of primes and pairs was drawn

from the bird and weapon norms and an experimental set was drawn from

the 6 other categories. For both sets, a trial consisted of a prime item

presented and removed, followed by a stimulus pair. There were 80

practice trials (4 pair forms x 2 pair typicalities x 5 prime types x 2 cate-

gories) and 240 experimental trials (4 pair forms x 2 pair typicalities x

5 prime types x 6 categories). To control for order effects, 3 random

presentation orders were obtained for the practice trials and, separately,

3 orders were obtained for the experimental trials. These consisted of a

"forward" randomization (trial 1, 2, . . . ,
n, where n = 80 or n = 240),

a "backward" order (n, n-1, , , , , 1), and a "middle-out" order (n/2.
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n/2-1, o o , , 1, n, n-1, . , o , n/2+1). A3x3 Latin square, com-

posed from the practice and experimental orders, was used to assign each

of the 18 subjects to a presentation sequence, 2 subjects to a cell, A

PDP-8 computer, interfaced with a keyboard and oscilloscope screen,

controlled presentation order, stimulus display and timing, and response

recording.

Each subject was run individually and, on reporting, was assigned

to a presentation sequence from the Latin square. He or she entered a

sound -attenuating chamber and was seated before the oscilloscope screen

and response keyboard. Subjects were told that the upcoming experiment

was a test of how quickly and accurately they could decide if two common

objects belonged to the same category, after they had been given a clue

as to what category they would decide about. It was explained (and illu-

strated with 2 categories not involved in the study) that both physically

identical and same -category matches would appear and that both were to

be responded to by pressing the button marked SAME, They were told

that pairs for which only one of the items was of the clued category would

also appear and were to be followed by a DIFFERENT key press. (It was

emphasized that at least one member of the upcoming pair always belonged

to the clued set.) Alternate subjects were instructed to use their dominant

hand for the SAME key. A third button was also made available, to be

pressed if the subject had missed seeing the prime. (This "emergency"

option was used in only 2 of the 4, 320 tabulated trials.)
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Subjects were told that the possible clues for a pair consisted of the

name of the category or the name of an item from the category. The
I

blank clue was described as giving no information about the pair. Subjects

were encouraged to attend to the primes and to respond quickly and accu-

rately to the pairs. Following Rosch (1975b), they were instructed to read

each clue aloud as it appeared and, while they were told the names of the
|

practice categories, no other items were shown. Any procedural ques-

tions were answered, the experimenter left the room, and the subject

I

I

initiated the practice sequence.

The practice trials were run in two 5 -minute blocks of 40 trials each.

No subject reported difficulty with the task at the end of practice. He or

she was then told the names of the 6 experimental categories and informed
j

!

1

that procedures would be exactly as in practice. The 240 experimental
i

trials were then initiated. Trials were presented in blocks of 40, again
i

requiring about 5 minutes per block. Each prime-pair combination
|

appeared once within the total set of 240 trials. Subjects were permitted

a brief rest at the end of any block they wished; a mandatory break was

given at the end of the third block.

On a particular trial, the prime appeared written near the center of

the oscilloscope screen in letters approximately 3 mm high. It remained

on the screen for 500 msec (a time suggested as comfortable in a pilot

study), was erased, and the screen was empty for 2 sec (Rosch, 1975b).

The appropriate pair then appeared, centered and written left to right on ;
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a single line in letters 3 mm high with a space of approximately 18 mm

between the words. The pair remained on the screen until the subject

pressed a response key. The screen was erased and remained empty for

2 sec. The next prime then appeared.

For each trial, the words presented (prime and pair), the key

pressed (SAME, DIFFERENT, or emergency), and the reaction time were

recorded on magnetic tape for later analysis. Response timing was ini-

tiated at pair onset and stopped at key press.

Following the final experimental trial, subjects completed a ques-

tionnaire in which they indicated to which of the 6 categories they believed

each experimental item belonged. Protocols were then elicited. Besides

commenting freely, subjects were asked to answer five specific questions:

1. Were there any words whose meaning (other than category

membership) you did not know? For example, were there

words you couldn't read, that looked like nonsense?

2. Were any words or kinds of tasks especially hard? Easy?

3. How much, if at all, did you use the clues?

4. When the clue was an item name, did you refer it to the cate-

gory or just think about it as an item?

5. What, if anything, did you think about when the clue was blank?

The entire session, with practice, experimental trials, and protocol

selection, lasted approximately 1 hour.

Results

Of interest are the effects on responses, to both good and poor
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pairs, of the 5 prime types and 4 pair forms. Two aspects of responses,

accuracy and speed, were analyzed. In terms of accuracy, 327 of the

4,320 total experimental responses were errors. (Data from practice

were not evaluated.
) This error rate represents 7.6% of the total data.

More errors were made on DIFFERENT than on SAME pairs (232 vs. 95

of the 2, 160 responses). In general, the conditions in which subjects

made the most errors were also those in which reaction times were long-

est. There was no evidence of a speed-accuracy trade-off; errors were

infrequent and correlated with response time when they did occur. (Aver-

aged over categories, the method of presentation used most frequently

below, speed and accuracy were positively correlated, _r (38) = . 764,

p < . 001. )
Thus, all effects could be analyzed in terms of response time

alone. No further investigation of errors was conducted, and means

described below are based on reaction time to a pair regardless of cor-

rectness of response.

^

To support that the inclusion of error response times did not signifi-

cantly affect the results reported, a special analysis was run. For the two

most important and general ANOVAS, the s. c. and p. i. replication analy-

ses on SAME pairs (see p. 43), the raw data matrices were reexamined
and all error cells were removed. This involved 58 removals for the same-
category pairs (6. 7% of total cells) and 21 (2.4%) for the physical-identity

pairs. These cells were then filled with the mean correct response time

for their condition, i. e. ,
with the average of all the correct subjects' times

for that category, prime, and pair. (Note: The ANOVAS could not be re-

run with the cells empty because Ns would be unequal across conditions. )

The analyses of variance were then performed again, now in this "errors

removed" state. As confirmed by the fact that F ratios remained virtually

unchanged, the pattern of results was almost identical to that obtained

when error reaction times had been included.
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The major purpose of this first experiment was to examine prime

and pair effects and interactions in SAME pairs. An investigation of m.

and mm. DIFFERENT forms was also included. First to be described

are the results for the SAME pairs. Then the DIFFERENT results will be

reported. Finally, a summary of subject protocols will be presented.

Results for SAME Pairs

Tested in SAME pair responses was the influence on reaction time

of prime-pair similarity. Two major questions were answered:

1. Were earlier priming results, ones that had been explained by
similarity relations, replicated here?

2. Did results from the new stronger test of similarity effects (the

test comparing response speeds after G/S and G/D primes, and
after P/S and P/D primes) also support the importance of

prime-pair similarity?

The findings from Experiment 1 relevant to each of these questions are

now described.

Replication results . The two earlier studies expected to be repli-

cated here were those of Rosch (1975b) and Evans and Lockhead (Note 1).

Results from these studies were graphed in Figure 1, and predictions

based on them were shown in the first four lines of Table 1. How well

were these earlier findings replicated?

Mean response times from the present study, averaged over subjects

and over categories, are shown in the top two panels of Figure 2. They

fit the predictions quite well. The reliability of the results was tested in

a four-way, within- subj ects analysis of variance, performed separately
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Figure 2. Average response times to SAME pairs. Experiment 1;

same- category pairs appear in the two left panels and physical- identity
pairs appear in the two right panels.
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for s. c. and p. i. pairs. Factors in each ANOVA were: pair typicality

(g, p) X prime type (BL, CAT, G/S, P/S) x category (furniture, fruit,

vegetable, clothing, vehicle, sport) x subjects (18). All statistical results

are tabled in Appendix A, and those of major interest, the ones involving

pair typicality and prime type, are listed below in the section entitled

"Reliability. " First, however, the general pattern of results is described.

Predictions based on Rosch: The CAT prime. Compare the data

for CAT and BL primes in the top two panels of Figure 2 (results here)

with the top two panels of Figure 1 (Rosch' s results). Rosch' s findings

were replicated exactly for both forms of SAME pairs. That is, for s. c.

pairs, CAT more facilitated responses (relative to speeds after BL) to g

than to p pairs. For p. i. pairs, CAT again facilitated responses to g

pairs, and CAT inhibited responses (relative to BL) to p pairs.

Predictions based on Evans and Lockhead: G/S and P/S primes.

Compare data for G/S, P/S, and BL primes in the top two panels of

Figure 2 (results here) with the bottom panel of Figure 1 (results from

Evans and Lockhead). The following important findings were replicated.

Responses to g pairs were faster after G/S than after either BL or after

P/S primes, for both s. c. and p. i. pair forms. Responses to p pairs

were faster after P/S than after either G/S or BL primes for s. c. pair

forms; responses to p pairs were faster after P/S than after G/S primes

for p. i. pairs. That is, as predicted, G/S better primed g pairs than did

P/S, and P/S better primed p pairs than did G/S: As Evans and Lockhead
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found, goods primed goods effectively and poors primed poors effectively.

Of interest is a result from this experiment that was not obtained in

the Evans and Lockhead study of color: the inhibition, relative to BE, of

responses to poor, p.i. pairs after the other primes. The finding here

was that all non-blank primes, CAT, G/S, and P/S, produced slower

responses to p, p.i. pairs than did BL. In fact, the BE priming of p, p.i.

pairs resulted in the fastest response condition of the entire experiment.

This result is treated in the Discussion of Experiment 1. (Note: While

all non-blank primes inhibited responses in this condition, the prime most

similar to the pair, P/S, did produce faster responses than did the two

primes dissimilar to the pair, CAT and G/S. )

Comparisons among the primes of Rosch and Evans and Eockhead:

CAT vs. item primes. By combining in this experiment the priming con-

ditions of the two previous methodologies, the relative effects of a

category-level and an item-level prime could be tested. In general, it was

found that priming with an item similar to the pair resulted in faster

responses than did priming with the name of the pair's category (see

Figure 2). For g, s. c. pairs, responses after the G/S prime were faster

than responses after CAT; for p, s. c. pairs, responses after the P/S

prime were faster than responses after CAT; for p, p.i. pairs, responses

after the P/S prime were faster than responses after CAT. The exception

was g, p.i. pairs, where responses after CAT were faster than responses

after the G/S prime.
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Other results: The effect of pair typicality. Besides effects of

prime type and the interactions with pair typicality described above, there

was also a strong influence of pair typicality on response times in this

study. Within almost all priming conditions, g pairs were responded to

more quickly than were p pairs. (The exceptions, conditions where p

pairs were responded to more quickly, were BL and P/S priming of p. i.

pairs. ) This can be interpreted as a baseline processing advantage for

good category members, independent of the important effects of prime

type on processing; this interpretation is treated more fully in the Dis-

cussion section.

Reliability. Statistical analyses confirmed that almost all the results

described above were highly reliable. From the ANOVAS, there was a

significant prime type x pair typicality interaction for both pair forms:

F (3, 51) = 9. 69
, 2.

• 001, for s. c. pairs; and F (3, 51) = 10. 21,

£ < . 001, for p. i. pairs. In neither analysis was there a main effect of

prime type. The main effect of pair typicality, confirming the relative

speed of responses to g pairs, was significant only for s. c. pairs,

F (1, 17) = 34. 55, £ < . 001.

T tests were performed within each pair typicality. These evaluated

the reliability of the differential priming influences on that pair. Signifi-

cant results for the s. c. pair forms are described first. For g, s. c.

pairs, the G/S prime produced reliably faster responses than did either

CAT or BL, _t (17) = 2. 45, £ < . 05, and_t (17) = 4. 88, £ < . 001,
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respectively. The CAT prime produced reliably faster responses than

did BL, _t (17) = 3. 35, < . 01. For poor, s. c. pairs, responses after

P/S were reliably faster than responses after BL, Jb (17) = 2. 53, £ < . 05.

Some priming comparisons within the p. i. pair forms also reached

significance. For good, p. i. pairs, responses after CAT were reliably

faster than responses after BL,_t (17) = 3.57, £< .01. For poor, p. i.

pairs, all non-blank primes inhibited responses reliably over BL: BL vs.

P/S, _t (17) = 2. 66, £ < . 05; BL vs. CAT, Jb (17) = 4. 22, £ < . 001; BL vs.

G/S, _t (17) = 4. 64, £ < . 001. Additionally for these pairs, the prime

similar to them, P/S, produced significantly faster responses than did

either CAT, _t (17) = 2. 23, £ < . 05, or G/S, _t (17) = 2. 30, £ < . 05.

Finally, _t tests performed on the pair typicality results confirmed

the baseline advantages of good pairs over poor pairs in the following

priming conditions: In s. c. forms, good pairs were responded to faster

than were poor pairs when primed by G/S, by CAT, and by BL; in p. i.

forms, responses to good pairs were faster than responses to poor pairs

after CAT and after G/S primes. Notice that good pairs were not

responded to reliably faster than poor pairs when the prime was more

similar to the poor pairs, i. e. , after P/S.

The new test of similarity effects . Included in the present experi-

ment were prime types designed to test the importance of a similarity

match of prime and pair, independent of a match on typicality. To be
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compared, for both good and poor pair typicalities, were the effects of a

prime matched to the pair in typicality and similarity and the effects of a

prime matched only in typicality . If the similarity relation of prime and

pair importantly influences response time, speeds after the former prime

should be faster than after the latter. The test was made by comparing

responses in the following priming conditions: for good pairs, responses

after G/S and G/D primes; for poor pairs, responses after P/S and P/D

primes.

The general result obtained was that the similar primes indeed pro-

duced faster responses than did the dissimilar primes, as depicted in the

bottom two panels of Figure 2. The reliability of the effect was examined

in a four-way, within- subj ects analysis of variance, again run separately

on s. c. and p. i. pair forms. The factors were: typicality of prime and

pair (g, p) X similarity of prime and pair (S, D) x category (furniture,

fruit, vegetable, clothing, vehicle, sport) x subjects (18). All statistical

results are tabled in Appendix B. Factors of major interest were simi-

larity and typicality. The Reliability section a few paragraphs below lists

the statistical results for these factors; their general effects are now

described.

The effect of similarity of prime and pair. Responses after a simi-

lar prime were faster than responses after a dissimilar prime. Averaged

over subjects and categories, this effect was obtained for both s. c. and

p. i. pair forms. It was also obtained for both pair typicalities, responses
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to good pairs being faster after G/S than after G/D primes, and responses

to poor pairs being faster after P/S than after P/D primes. The relative

similarity advantage was larger for poor typicality pairs than for good

pairs; that is, the difference between responses after P/S and P/D was

larger than the difference between responses after G/S and G/D primes.

The effect of pair typicality. A baseline processing advantage for

good pairs was once more obtained. Responses to good pairs were faster

than those to poor pairs after both similar and dissimilar primes and for

both s. c. and p. i. pair forms.

Reliability. The similarity influence was highly reliable only for s. c.

forms. For these pairs, the main effect of similarity of prime and pair

was significant, F (1, 17) = 4.73, £< .05. While, as described above,

average responses to p. i. pairs were faster after a similar than after a

dissimilar prime, the main effect of similarity was not significant for

these pair forms. (There was, however, a similarity x category inter-

action for p.i. forms, F (5, 85) = 2. 84, £ < . 05, suggesting that similarity

of prime and pair may have had an important influence on reaction time

only for some groups. )

The magnitude of the advantage of the similar over the dissimilar

prime was greater for poor than for good typicality pairs. This was

reflected by t tests run within each typicality. It was found that responses

after the P/S prime were significantly faster than responses after the P/D

prime for s. c. forms, _t (17) = 2. 21, £ < . 05; the comparison approached
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significance for p. i. forms, _t (17) = 1. 78, . 05 < £ < . 10. The similarity

advantage of G/S over G/D primes, however, was not reliable for either

form.

Finally, the main effect of pair typicality was significant for both

s. c. forms, F (1, 17) = 22. 51, £< .001, and for p. i. forms, F (1 , 17) =

6. 01
, £ < . 05.

Results for DIFFERENT Pairs

There were two major questions answered from the DIFFERENT

pair results:

1. Were the earlier priming findings of Rosch and of Evans and
Lockhead replicated, i. e. , was there a lack of differential

priming effects for DIFFERENT pairs?

2. Was there an effect of pair form? Specifically, were mm.
DIFFERENT pairs, those containing on the left the item most
dissimilar to the prime, responded to more quickly than were
m. pairs, as they had been in earlier work (see Sala, 1978)?

Average response times to DIFFERENT pairs, summed over categories

and subjects but graphed separately for m. and mm. pairs, are shown in

Figure 3. Factors of major interest are described immediately below

and are followed by a Reliability section of important statistical results.

Replication results . The earlier results for responses to DIFFER-

ENT pairs were replicated: the lack of differential priming effects for

non-blank primes reported by Rosch and by Evans and Lockhead; and the

faster responses to mm. pair forms than to m. pair forms reported by

Sala. These two findings are now described.
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Figure 3. Average response times to DIFFERENT pairs. Experi-
ment 1; match pairs appear in the two left panels and mismatch pairs

appear in the two right panels.
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Predictions based on Rosch and on Evans and Lockhead: A lack of

differential priming. Priming effects for DIFFERENT pairs replicated

the results reported by Rosch and by Evans and Lockhead for these pair

forms: Responses to a particular pair typicality after BL were the slow-

est of all priming conditions, and response speed after any non-blank

prime did not differ greatly from speed after any other. (A possible

exception was that the G/S prime produced somewhat faster responses

than did the other primes.
) Graphically, within either pair typicality and

for both m. and mm. pair forms, the point representing response after

BL was above all the other points; and these others were clustered,

representing the lack of differential effects among non-blank primes.

Predictions based on Sala: The effect of pair form. Pair forms in

which the left item mismatched the prime were responded to faster than

were match pairs, as predicted. In fact, for each prime-type/pair-

typicality condition plotted in Figure 3, the average response to the mm.

form of that condition was faster than the average response to the m.

form. (E. g. ,
compare the points, in the m. panel and in the mm. panel,

that represent the CAT-prime/good-pair condition.)

Other results: The effect of pair typicality. Good DIFFERENT

pairs had a baseline processing advantage over poor DIFFERENT pairs.

Good pairs were responded to faster than poor pairs in all the conditions

graphed; the advantage appears in Figure 3 as positive slopes in all con-

ditions.
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Reliability. Statistical analyses similar to those run for SAME

pairs were performed to test the reliability of the effects on response

times to DIFFERENT pairs. Since all DIFFERENT pairs incorporated

items from more than one category, no category factor was analyzed.

Instead, the results from the six categories were summed over; each data

cell entered into an ANOVA was a mean of six numbers.

Two analyses of variance were run. The first ANOVA was a four-

way, within- subj ects analysis. Factors were form of pair (m. ,
mm.

)
x

pair typicality (g, p) x prime type (BL, CAT, G/S, P/S) x subjects (18).

The second was also a four-way, within- subj ects design; it completed the

test of those similarity conditions that were new to this experiment. In

this second analysis, the factors were: form of pair (m. , mm. ) x typi-

cality of prime and pair (g, p) x similarity of prime and pair (S, D) x

subjects (18). All results are tabled in Appendix C. The most relevant

are now discussed.

These ANOVAS, and_t tests used to compare specific means, con-

firmed that the lack of differential priming was reliable. While there was

a main effect of prime type in the first ANOVA, F (3, 51 )
= 1 1 . 46

, _£
<

. 001, t tests showed that this rested almost solely on the fact that the BL

prime produced slower responses than did any non-blank prime, for both

m. and mm. conditions. The main effect did not much depend on any con-

sistent differential effects among the non-blank primes: There are 24_t

tests comparing across prime types and within a typicality and a pair
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form; of these, 12 were significant at the . 05 level, and 8/12 confirmed

that BL produced slower responses than did some non-blank prime. In

keeping with a lack of difference among non-blank priming conditions,

there was no main effect of similarity of prime and pair in the second

ANOVA.

The advantage of mm. over m. forms was reliable. There were

main effects of form of pair in both ANOVAS, F (1, 17) = 20. 29, _£ < . 001,

and F (1, 17) = 20. 06, £ < . 001.

The typicality effect, good pairs being responded to faster than were

poor pairs on average, was significant. For pair typicality, F (1, 17) =

29. 49, £ < . 001 in the first ANOVA, and F (1, 17) = 16. 42, £< .001 in the

second analysis.

Protocol Summaries

For each subject, the experimental session ended with a protocol

collection. The first task, a checklist, asked the subject to indicate the

category to which each of the prime and pair items used in the experiment

belonged (except that the category names and the word blank were not

included). Of the 864 responses, 18 were "miscategorizations " according

3
to the criteria of the experimenter. These 18 represented confusions

"Correct” categories are those indicated in Table 2. Most items

used belonged unambiguously to only one group, as was evident from the

uniformity of subjects' checklists. The remainder, most notably some
vegetables and some vehicles, were categorized by the experimenter into

the classification for which each received the highest typicality rating in

Rosch's (1975b) norms. For example, while pumpkin is listed as both a

fruit and a vegetable, it is more typically a vegetable and so was used as

such.
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among fruits and vegetables (miscategorized were sweet potato, yam,

pumpkin, and banana) and among sports and vehicles (raft, rowboat,

canoe, and tricycle). The 18 errors were distributed among seven sub-

jects.

Although these confusions represent a very small percentage of

overall category assignments, a test was made to ensure that the

inclusion of reaction times from these miscategorizing subjects had not

distorted the overall data patterns already described. The four

analyses of variance conducted on the SAME pairs, the most theore-

tically important of the analyses, were rerun on 11 subjects, the

experiment's subject pool with the miscategorizers removed. As would

be expected when decreasing the n\imber of subjects, some of the

statistical effects previously described did not now reach significance,

although most did. Most importantly, the overall pattern of reaction

times changed very little. (Some similarity effects, however, became

equivocal with this reduction in experimental power. )

Besides completing the checklist, subjects answered five questions.

When asked if any words had been difficult to read, 8 subjects replied

affirmatively, most often claiming to have occasionally read an "o" as a

"d" (cande for canoe, radid for radio). Subjects were then asked if any

words and/or tasks had been especially difficult or easy to decide about.

Four subjects described the fruit and vegetable categories as difficult
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overall, and 3 made this remark about the sport and vehicle groups.

Every subject listed some particular word(s) as difficult to categorize;

most widely cited were pumpkin (14/18), raft (8/18), yam (7/18), canoe

(6/18), and date (4/18). Notice that all these are poor category members.

Many subjects found physical-identity comparisons to be especially easy

(11 subjects mentioned this), as the fast reaction times in these conditions

suggest.

Subjects were then asked a set of questions about their use of the

primes. Fourteen of the observers responded that they had paid attention

to and used the clues always or mostly; the other 4 said they did not use

them much or did not use them consistently. When asked if they had

referred an item prime to its category or just thought about the item, 13/

18 always referred it and 4 sometimes did. Finally, most people (16/18),

when confronted with blank as a clue, "thought of nothing" or "just waited"

for the pair. Seven subjects commented that the BL trials were especially

easy and 1 said that these were harder than trials presenting other primes.

Some few additional comments were also offered by the subjects.

Several remarked on the advantage, in DIFFERENT pairs, of having the

mismatched item on the left. A few mentioned that the jewelry items

seemed like a special subcategory of clothing. Other comments were

made only by single subjects.

Discus sion

A priming design like the one employed here incorporates a "basic
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logic" for examining effects on reaction time: "A prime can only facili-

tate a response if it contains some of the information needed to make the

response" (Rosch, 1975b, p. 205). To be discussed is the nature of this

"needed information, " both as suggested by earlier work and by the

results of the present experiment.

Rosch' s studies can be interpreted as defining the necessary infor-

mation in terms of the special status of category prototypes. She has

shown that, after a category name, the processing of some members- -the

most representative- -is facilitated differentially. These good items are

the members about which a subject seems to be most informed when

primed by the name of the group. Does this mean, however, that all

natural category processing is done through these special members, that

they are the always -referenced, needed information for category deci-

sions? Rosch implies so when she defines prototypes as "reference

stimuli in relation to which other stimuli of the category are judged"

(1975a, p. 544).

The results of the first experiment reported here support an alterna-

tive interpretation. When deciding whether two upcoming objects belong

to the same category, consider that the information needed to make the

response may be a cue as to what general area of the category the decision

will involve. If a subject must decide about good members, the most

helpful cue would set the subject to expect that only items from the proto

-

typic neighborhood will appear; however, if the immediate decision
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involves poor members, much more useful might be a prime very close

to those nonprototypes. In fact, Rosch's finding of differential facilitation

of responses to good pairs by the category name, a result replicated here,

may simply reflect both these principles: The category name, quite

similar to good members (as verified in Experiment 3), provides informa-

tion about these members and is not a very useful cue for poor pairs.

Responses to good members are thus more speeded after a category name

prime because these members are more similar to the prime, not because

of their referential status per se.

Proposed is an alternative interpretation of priming effects: Any

cue similar to the upcoming test stimuli speeds responses to those stimuli.

This similarity match of prime and pair may be a more general and

appropriate description of the information needed for decision-making in

natural categories.

What predictions would such a similarity interpretation make about

the results of Experiment 1, and how well were they confirmed? What

needs to be tested is whether reaction time to a pair depends on the simi-

larity of the pair to its prime, on the fit between the two. Throughout this

first experiment, assumptions have been made about such fits; for

example, primes have been called "similar" or "dissimilar" to pairs. As

will be described in Experiment 3, all these assumptions were later veri-

fied. So that the similarity hypothesis can be evaluated for this first

study, these confirmed similarity relations will be incorporated into the
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discussion here. The procedures of their collection and analysis are

described in Experiment 3.

The results from Experiment 1 are now evaluated in terms of this

similarity interpretation, that any cue similar to the upcoming pair speeds

responses to that pair. Discussed first are the results for SAME pairs,

both from conditions replicating earlier work and from the new test of

prime-pair similarity conducted here; special sections discuss inhibition

and typicality findings. Finally, results for the DIFFERENT pairs are

evaluated.

Results for SAME Pairs: The More Similar
the Prime, the Faster the Response

If the most useful information for category decision-making is a

prime similar to the test stimulus, then response time to a particular pair

should be well predicted by prime-pair similarity. That is, responses to

good pairs should be fastest after a prime similar to the good pairs;

responses to poor pairs should be fastest when those pairs are primed

with a cue similar to them. These predictions are now evaluated using

both results from earlier studies and the findings of the present experi-

ment.

Replication results . Consider first the responses to good pairs.

What prime types are similar to these pairs, and were responses fast

after those primes? Two types of primes are similar to g pairs, CAT

and G/S, and both should therefore improve response speeds over baseline.
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Rosch showed that responses to good pairs after CAT are fast, relative to

responses after BL; responses to good pairs are facilitated over baseline

by a CAT prime. This result was confirmed in the present experiment for

both s. c. and p. i. pair forms. Evans and Lockhead showed that responses

to g pairs after a G/S prime are fast relative to responses after BL. This

facilitation of responses to g pairs after a G/S prime was also replicated

here, again for both pair forms.

Now consider responses to poor pairs. Relative to BL, responses

should be facilitated by a prime similar to poor pairs, the P/S prime.

Evans and Lockhead showed this to be the case. It was replicated here,

but only for s. c. pair forms. (Responses to the poor, p. i. pairs were

inhibited, i. e. , were slower than responses after BL. This may indicate

a special processing of these particular pairs, as is discussed in the

Blank Prime section below. )

Thus, relative to baseline performance, primes similar to the pair

usually produced faster responses in the present experiment. While

responses to g pairs were improved by a CAT prime, as Rosch had pre-

viously shown, responses were also fast to g pairs when they were cued

by another prime similar to them, G/S. Responses to p pairs were

speeded, relative to baseline, when they were primed appropriately, by a

P/S prime. The results of Rosch and of Evans and Lockhead were repli-

cated here and can be explained as depending on prime-pair similarity.

Since three prime types from these earlier methodologies (CAT,
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G/S, and P/S) were combined here, a second test of the similarity

hypothesis could be made. If prime-pair similarity speeds responses,

then not only should a similar prime speed responses over BL, but rela-

tive response speeds among the three priming conditions should be deter-

mined by similarity to the pair. That is, reaction times after CAT, after

G/S, and after P/S primes should be ordered in keeping with the relative

similarities of these three prime types to the pair presented. From the

ratings of Experiment 3, the three primes can be ordered in terms of

their relative similarity to g pairs; likewise, their relative similarity to

p pairs can be determined. To be tested is whether these prime-pair

similarity ratings reflected the obtained prime-pair response rankings.

Consider responses to g pairs first. Based on the ratings of Experi-

ment 3, CAT and G/S are much more similar to good pairs than is P/S,

and G/S is slightly more similar to the pairs than is CAT. So, response

times to g pairs should be ordered, fastest to slowest, G/S < CAT « P/S.

Were they? As can be seen in Figure 2, responses to good pairs after

both G/S and CAT primes were considerably faster than responses to

these pairs after the P/S prime, for both s. c. and p. i. pairs. Responses

after G/S were very slightly faster than responses after CAT when pair

form was averaged over. The predicted order of response speeds was

thus confirmed.

Now consider responses to p pairs. Of the primes, P/S was rated

as much more similar to p pairs than were either CAT or G/S, and CAT
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was slightly more similar to these pairs than was G/S. Based on simi-

larity, response times should be ordered P/S « CAT < G/S. In fact, as

seen in Figure 2, responses to p pairs were much faster after the P/S

prime than after either of the other primes. Averaged over pair form,

responses after CAT were faster than responses after the G/S prime for

these p pairs. Again, the order of reaction times was as predicted by

prime-pair similarity.

To summarize results related to earlier work, responses to good

pairs were facilitated, relative to BL, by the two prime types similar to

g pairs, CAT, and G/S. Responses to p pairs were facilitated over BL

by the prime similar to them, P/S, but only for s. c. pair forms. Prime-

pair similarity thus predicted facilitation over baseline for 3/4 pair types.

In addition, ranking of response speeds after category-level and item-

level primes reflected the relative similarity of each prime type to the

pair. So, SAME reaction times in priming conditions like those used by

Rosch and by Evans and Lockhead were predicted by the similarity rela-

tion of prime and pair: The more similar the relation, the faster the

response.

The new test of similarity effects . While prime-pair similarity can

explain the above results, it is the case that each prime type described

as similar to its pair was also matched to that pair in typicality. For

example, while the P/S prime, the prime producing fastest performance

on p pairs, was the most similar prime to p pairs, it was also the only
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poor prime. To interpret the above results in terms of prime-pair simi-

larity is to ignore an alternative possibility: Perhaps the more matched

in typicality the prime and pair are, the faster is the response.

A stronger test of the influence of prime-pair similarity on response

speed was made in the present experiment by controlling for a typicality

match. Good pairs were primed by two good cues, only one of which was

similar to the pairs; poor pairs were primed by two poor cues, only one

of which was similar to them. The results confirmed the importance of

similarity. Refer to the bottom two panels of Figure 2: Responses were

faster to pairs of both typicalities after a similar prime than after a prime

also matched in typicality but dissimilar to the pair. The effect was

obtained for s. c, and for p, i. pairs.

Notice one other result. While similar primes indeed produced

faster responses than did dissimilar primes in all pair conditions, the

magnitude of the effect was greater for poor pairs. Why should this be

the case? The similarity ratings of Experiment 3 show that P/D primes

are much more dissimilar from p pairs than are G/D primes from g

pairs. So, if prime-pair similarity is as important a determiner of

response speed as hypothesized, the relative advantage of a similar over

a dissimilar prime should be larger for p pairs. That the magnitude of

the obtained similarity effect was in fact greater for poor typicality pairs

further supports the similarity hypothesis.

A special case: The blank prime. The more similar the prime to
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the pair, the faster the response to that pair« This similarity hypothesis

can explain almost all the priming results obtained in the present study.

It fits well the results for s,c. good and poor pairs and for p,i, good

pairs, whether responses after non-blank primes are compared to the

BL. baseline or are compared to each other.

The only major resvilts that cannot be predicted from similarity

relations are some of those obtained for poor, p,i, pairs, (Refer to the

top right panel of Figure 2,) In this pair condition, responses among the

three non -blank priming conditions were ordered in keeping with prime

-

pair similarity. But, responses after the non-blank primes relative to

BJ-i cannot be explained. Here, Rosch's "inhibition" was obtained for the

category name prime and, in fact, even the P/S prime, a cue very simi-

lar to the pair, produced slower responses than did BL, (It was, how-

ever, the case that responses after P/S were significantly faster than

responses after CAT or after G/S,)

Why should even a moderately similar prime inhibit responses?

Rosch never provided a theoretic explanation for the inhibition she

obtained, i,e,, of responses to poor, p,i, pairs when primed by CAT, If

good items are "category reference points," they should certainly be

responded to faster after a category name than are poor items and

responses to them might also be expected to be more facilitated relative

to BL than are responses to poor items; but there is no proposed reason

why the (correct) category name should produce worse performance on
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the poor pairs than does the noninfo rmative cue. Inhibition effects are

fairly reliable (Experiment 1 here; Rosch, 1975b, 1975c; some tendency

in Sala, 1978) and have never been satisfactorily explained. Notice that,

in the present study, not only were responses to p, p.i, pairs after BL

relatively fast (as compared to responses to these pairs after the other

three primes), but they were absolutely fast, the quickest of all tabulated

SAME responses. Why would reaction times after a noninformative cue

be so fast, under any theory of priming effects?

It might be that the processing of this specific stimulus type is dif-

ferent from that assumed to control other responses. Consider first that

a p,i, pair can be responded to merely on the basis of identity. Logically

at least, no category membership evaluation need be made. Two p,i,

items can be labeled SAME quite easily, a remark several subjects made

in the protocols, if their identity is simply evaluated. Such a processing

strategy, it is suggested, ma.y be used for p.i, pairs most especially

under a blank prime . Subjects reported consciously referring all other

primes to the category (see the summary of protocol results), suggesting

a strategy involving category membership evaluation, (Such a strategy

probably favors good pairs, as is discussed in the next section,) But

after BL, subjects claimed to "think of nothing" and to "just wait for the

pair." Since a p.i, match can be evaluated as soon as identity is recog-

nized, there might be a processing advantage for any items with which

little else can be confused. That is, p.i, responses should be fast to
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items that can be quickly called SAME because there are no distractors

enough like them to require a close inspection for identityo (Compare

Monahan and Lockhead, 1977,)

To evaluate this suggestion, an estimate of the nearness of dis-

tractors was calculated for the words used in the p,i, pairs. This was

done by determining the average rated similarity (based on the data of

Experiment 3) between an item and all other members of its category.

This discriminability measure was found to be, on average, higher for

poor pair items than for good pair items. The poor items used in the p,i,

pairs were slightly farther from distractors than were the good items

used, (Average similarity for poor items was 6,26; for good items, it

was 5,32,)

In summary, it is proposed that distinctive pairs (here, the poor

4
items) are processed extra quickly under a combination where no cate-

gory reference is made and decision rests on recognizing identity; that is

with a BL prime and a p,i, match. This could explain why responses to

poor, p,i, pairs are the fastest of all SAME decisions. Notice that this

suggestion claims "inhibition" may be interpretable as reflecting a quite

Evans and Lockhead, in a task where all SAMES were p,i, matches,
do not report an advantage to poors after blank. It can be suggested that

this difference reflects the fact that, in their color study, poor items may
not have been especially distinctive pairs. The task involved only two
members of each category, chosen to be maximally distinct from each

other, and only two categories, again very dissimilar. With no distinctive

advantage to the poors, the positive slope after BL they obtained may
reflect the typicality baseline (see pp, 70-72),
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different type of processing, one in fact little related to reference point

aspects of internal category structure. The phenomenon may simply

reflect item discriminability.

Other results: The effect of pair typicality. Besides the reported

results based on prime types and prime -pair interactions, a main effect

of pair typicality was consistently obtained for s,c, pair forms. In all

priming conditions of these forms, g pairs were responded to on average

more quickly than were p pairs, (For p,i, forms, the effect was less

consistent; Poor pairs were responded to faster than g pairs in only Z/4

of the major priming conditions; see the top right panel of Figure 2,

There was also no main effect of pair typicality in the analysis of these

p,i, results,) Why were good items processed more quickly in s , c,

forms ?

Note first of all that, in these forms, two non -identical items are

paired. Therefore, SAME response decisions must depend on a category

evaluation of the items. Whenever such an evaluation is required, there

is considerable evidence that good category members are responded to

more quickly than are poor category members. For example. Rips et al,

(1973) and Rosch (1975b) showed reaction times to good items were faster

in categorical inclusion tasks; Experiment 3 here demonstrated that good

items are more like the category name, offering a possible explanation

for the categorical inclusion advantage; and in priming procedures,

responses to good pairs were shown to be faster on average than responses
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to poor pairs for colors (Rosch, 1975c; Evans &: Lockhead, Note 1) and

for semantic groups (Rosch, 1975b; Sala, 1978), For same -category

processing then, it might be predicted that responses to good pairs would

tend to be faster than responses to poor pairs as a "baseline" condition.

This baseline should be seen clearly in BL priming conditions, where

prime -pair similarity is neutral and not expected to affect reaction times.

As seen in Figure 2, responses to good, s,c, pairs were indeed faster

than responses to poor, s,c. pairs after a BL prime; graphically, the

line representing BL priming has a positive slope. Such a baseline

should also be a constant added into processing times under the other

priming conditions for s,c, forms, (It should also affect p,i, pairs when

a category evaluation is required, i,e,, after non-blank primes,) Impor-

tant priming influences would then act upon this baseline in keeping, of

course, with the similarity relation of prime and pair: Slopes would be

extra positive when the prime also gave the advantage to good pairs by

being similar to good items (the G/S and CAT primes); and slopes would

be less positive or actually negative when primes were more similar to

poor items, and so their influence counteracted baseline by giving the

advantage to poor pairs (the P/S prime). These slope predictions are

clearly confirmed for all the pairs in Figure 2,

It is important to emphasize here that the proposed baseline response

advantage to good pairs does not in any way weaken the importance of

prime -pair similarity for determining reaction times in a priming design.
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The test of any explanation of priming influences must be made in the

relative effects of the primes on a particular pair, rather than in differ-

ences between pairs. As is more fully described in the General Discus-

sion, there are a number of reasons for positive baseline slopes, for

what might be called the influence of typicality, unrelated to relative

priming effects, Rosch recognized also that the test of a theory of prim-

ing depends on relative effects within pairs. She, too, obtained a posi-

tive baseline slope and viewed it as of minor concern:

These longer reactions to unprimed poor example pairs than to

good examples are not surprising in the light of the fact that, for the

stimxili used in this series of experiments, word length, familiarity,

visibility, and complexity were not equated between levels of good-
ness of example, but rather differed slightly , , , in favor of the good
examples. The intention was to control such factors, not in the

stimuli, but in the experimental design, by the occurrence of each pair

both in the unprimed and primed condition and by the arrangement of

the difference between those two conditions as the variable of pri-

mary interest. The differential effect of priming on goodness of

example (the interaction between the two variables), not the possible

effects of goodness of example itself, was of major interest, (1975b,

p. 204)

Recall that these important "differential effects of priming, " discussed in

the two previous sections, all confirmed the proposed similarity hypothe-

sis ,

Results for DIFFERENT Pairs: Anything

Is Better than BL, and Responses to mm.
Pairs Are Fast

Replication results. Since DIFFERENT pairs were formed across

categories, any non-blank prime was similar to at most one item. Prime-
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pair similarity might therefore be expected to offer little gain, as com-

pared to priming effects for SAME pairs. Both Evans and Lockhead and

Rosch reported very few differential effects among non-blank primes; and

all non-blank priming produced faster responses than did BL primes for

DIFFERENT pairs in those studies. Both these results were replicated

here.

The faster responses to mm, than to m, pair forms in this experi-

ment can be explained by noting that the mm, ordering places in the posi-

tion read first the pair item most dissimilar to the prime. (In fact, this

item comes from a different category than that of the prime.) Logically,

a correct response to mm, pairs could be given even before the second

pair item is processed. In contrast, for m, pairs, only the second item

is of a category different from that of the prime, and so response must

await processing of the second pair member. There is other work

related to this result. Sala (1978) also obtained faster DIFFERENT

responses to mm. pairs; and Smith, Shoben, and Rips (1974) included in

their category decision model a "fast no" branch, supposedly used when

the dissimilarity of the two concepts compared is so great that a DIFFER-

ENT decision can be quickly made. The mm, advantage may represent

something like this "fast no,"

Other results: The effect of pair typicality. Also obtained was a

typicality effect; g DIFFERENT pairs were responded to faster than were

p DIFFERENT pairs. This effect may be explained as follows. First of
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all, as described earlier, responses to good items are often reported to

be faster than responses to poor items when a category evaluation must

be made. To process a DIFFERENT pair, such an evaluation is required

Good pairs should therefore have a baseline processing advantage; the

only exception would be if the advantage were counteracted by a strong

priming influence that favored p pairs (as it waa, for example, by P/S

priming of poor SAME pairs). Since priming had so few effects on

DIFFERENT pairs, an overall advantage to g pairs was expected. In fact

the results obtained confirmed this advantage.
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EXPERIMENT 2: A PRIMING STUDY WITH

THREE NATURAE CATEGORIES

Methods

Design

The second experiment examined in more detail three of the cate-

gories used in Experiment 1, One of the purposes of this second study

was to attempt a replication of the major effects of the first study. The

experiment was also designed to investigate two additional aspects of

priming influences: category differences in response patterns; and the

effect of practice on priming resijits,

Basic Structure

The basic design of the second experiment was very similar to that

of Experiment 1, Again, the effects of priming on responses to word

pairs were tested. In this second experiment, however, only three of the

natural categories used previously were examined. These three were

chosen to represent the two main types of natural groups studied in

Experiment 1, biologic and nonbiologic categories. By comparing the

patterns of priming results in these two kinds of groups, category differ-

ences in prime and pair effects were studied. There was one additional
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difference in the second design: Each prime -pair condition appeared

twice within the experimental session. In this way, data were collected

on the effect of practice on priming results. So, there were two differ-

ences in the designs of Experiments 1 and 2: In this second study, only

three categories, representing biologic and nonbiologic groups, were

included; and subjects in Experiment 2 received an additional trial of

every experimental prime -pair combination. Each of these differences

from Experiment 1 is described in detail in the sections below.

In all other respects, the designs of the two studies were identical.

Independent variables in Experiment 2 were: form of pair (s.c., p.i.,

m. , mm,), pair typicality (g, p), prime type (BL, CAT, item matched

to the pair in both typicality and similarity, item mismatched to the pair

in both typicality and similarity, item matched to the pair in typicality but

dissimilar to the pair), category (furniture, fruit, vegetable), and sub-

jects (18), The dependent variables were time to respond SAME/DIFFER-

ENT to a pair and accuracy of response. The logic of prime choices, the

expected prime and pair effects and interactions, and the predicted differ-

ences among pair forms were all identical to those described in the

Design section of Experiment 1. Besides allowing an examination of

category differences and practice effects, the second experiment was

designed to serve as a replication of these earlier prime and pair results.
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The Furniture, Fruit, and
Vegetable Categories

The first new aspect of the design of the second experiment was that

only three of the six natural categories used previously were examined.

The three groups studied in detail were the biologic categories of fruit

and vegetable and a representative nonbiologic group, furniture. Fruits

and vegetables were chosen for study because the biologic groups have

been of special research interest (see Berlin, 1978), Furniture, a repre-

sentative nonbiologic category, was included for comparison with the

biologic groups because of the suggestion that categories of naturally

occurring animate objects may be structured and/or processed differently

from the more culturally specific groups like vehicle, clothing, sport,

and furniture. In particular, Rosch (Rosch et al,, 1976) has claimed that

the basic item level may be at a more abstract plane for such groups; for

example, U,S. adults may lump together elms and oaks but they may

separate chairs and tables as distinct items. If this is the case, primes--

especially the ones that are category items, G/S, G/D, P/S, and P/D--

might be expected to affect responses differently for the biologic cate-

gories than for the nonbiologic groups. Priming patterns for fruits and

vegetables were compared to those in the representative nonbiologic

group, furniture, to see if any major pattern differences were apparent.

The fruit and vegetable categories were also of special interest

because of their overall similarity relation to each other. Most of the

hypotheses of the present studies involve intra-category similarity, e,g,.
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how similar a prime is to its pair where all come from the same group.

But fruits and vegetables, as whole categories, are also highly confus-

able; none of the other four categories are so similar to each other.

Comparisons between the fruit and vegetable groups should be difficult;

subjects should be slower to respond to these comparisons than, for

example, to pairings of either fruit or vegetable with furniture, a cate-

gory dissimilar to the two biologic categories. To study such effects of

category comparison, the DIFFERENT pairs were designed to equate the

number of biologic and nonbiologic pairings presented. This was done by

combining fruit and vegetable items in l/Z of the DIFFERENT pairs

(called the "biologic pairs"), and by pairing in the other l/Z items of

furniture and of either fruit or vegetable (called the "cross pairs"). The

factor of category comparison (biologic, cross) was then evaluated in the

results for DIFFERENT pairs.

The Effect of Practice

While the first study examined only one-trial performance, in

Experiment 2 each prime-pair combination was presented twice. There-

fore, some study could be made of the effect of practice on prime and

pair results. Both Rosch (197 5b, 197 5c) and Evans and Lockhead (Note 1)

reported a change in priming influences with practice, Evans and Lock-

head showed, for colors, that a significant loss of priming advantages

occurs within a very few trials. Rosch (1975b) examined performance in

cultural classifications after 20 trials. She found that both reliable
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inhibition of responses to poor pairs after CAT and the processing

advantages of good pairs had disappeared by then. While she did not

report analyses of earlier trials, the Evans and Lockhead result suggests

that losses of priming effects may have occurred much before trial 20,

Experiment 2 was designed to investigate changes in priming effects in

cultural categories very early in practice. To make this test, each of

5
the 120 prime-pair combinations was presented twice.

Summary

Experiment 2 was designed with three purposes. The first was to

attempt to replicate the major prime and pair effects on response times

that were obtained in Experiment 1, The second purpose was to examine

some effects of category on priming results: to compare SAME pair

processing in biologic groups to SAME pair results in a nonbiologic

group; and to determine the effect on DIFFERENT response times of the

similarity relation of the two categories compared. The third purpose of

Experiment 2 was to investigate changes in priming effects early in

practice.

Subjects

Eighteen Duke University undergraduates, 11 females and 7 males,

served as subjects. All were enrolled in introductory psychology classes

5An additional study of loss with practice was also completed. Two
subjects were run for five trials each on all items from the six categories

of Experiment 1, Unfortunately, no reliable results emerged, perhaps

because of the very small number of subjects.
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and received course credit for their participation. Each was a native

English speaker and none had served in Experiment 1,

Stimuli

A subset of the prime -pair combinations used in the first experi-

ment served as stimuli. First of all, the practice set of 80 bird and

weapon trials was incorporated in this study and again used as practice.

Secondly, from the experimental set of 240 prime -pair combinations, all

those primes and pairs involving the categories furniture, fruit, and

vegetable were selected. These 120 combinations served as the experi-

mental stimuli in the present study. They are listed as the first three

columns in Table 2,

Procedure

The three random orderings of the practice items obtained in

Experiment 1 were used as practice orders here. For the experimental

items, the 120 prime-pair combinations were to be presented twice each

in a random order. To form the presentation orders for these 240 trials,

the 120 combinations were randomized in three ways, into a forward, a

backward, and a middle-out set (see the Procedure of Experiment 1);

these three experimental sets were then paired in all possible ways to

obtain six presentation orders of 240 trials each. By combining the three

practice and the six experimental orders, an 18 -cell Latin square for

presentation sequence was obtained. Each cell allotted for each subject a
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random practice order, followed by a random order of the 120 experi-

mental trials, and then by a different random order of the 120 trials for

the experimental re-presentation.

Each subject was assigned to a presentation sequence. He or she

was instructed as in Experiment 1. Under the same computer control, the

practice trials were run, the experimenter returned to answer questions,

and the subject was then told the names of the three experimental cate-

gories, He or she was informed only that six 5-minute blocks of trials

would be given involving these three groups; subjects were not explicitly

told that each item would appear twice.

Trial presentation and response recording followed the procedure

of Experiment 1, After the last trial, protocols were collected. Again,

a session lasted approximately 1 hour.

Results

As they had been in Experiment 1, errors were infrequent, occur-

ring in 338 of the 4, 320 presentations (7,8%), Averaged over categories,

there was a high positive correlation between response times and errors,

r (38) = ,683, p < ,001. More errors were made on DIFFERENT (227/

2160, 10,5%) than on SAME pairs (lH/2160, 5, 1%), and slightly more

were made on T rial 1 (176/2160, 8,1%) than on Trial 2 ( 162/2160, 7 , 5%)

,

No further analysis of errors was conducted. The means analyzed below

are based on reaction time to a pair regardless of correctness of response.
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There were three major purposes of the second experimento The

evaluations involved in each are described briefly here. Relevant results

are then presented in the following three sections.

The first purpose of Experiment 2 was to replicate the important

prime and pair effects and interactions obtained for natural categories in

Experiment 1, For comparison with the earlier study, performance on

Trial 1 here was evaluated; this was the condition most similar to the

presentations in Experiment 1, Two tests of replication were made with

this Trial 1 data. First of all, the data were compared to the total

results of Experiment 1, i,e,, to averages over six categories , Since

half as many observations were included in this part of the Experiment 2

data as were included in the data of Experiment 1, results were likely to

be less reliable in the second study, but the same general pattern was

predicted. As a second test of replication, Trial 1 performance was

compared to the data from only three categories of Experiment 1, those

common to both studies. Thus, replication was evaluated by comparing

Trial 1 in Experiment 2 with;

1. Averages of all the data of Experiment 1,

2. Mean performance on furniture, fruit, and vegetable items in

the first study.

The second purpose of Experiment 2 was to examine category dif-

ferences, This included two investigations. First, priming effects in

biologic categories were contrasted with those in a nonbiologic category,

with special interest centering on responses after item-level primes.
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Since it was shown in Experiment 1 that priming influences are strongest

on responses to SAME pairs, this investigation compared the pattern of

SAME responses to fruit and vegetable items with SAME responses to

items of furniture. The second aspect of category differences was studied

in DIFFERENT pairs. Tested was whether responses were slower when

items came from very similar (but different) categories than when the

pair items were chosen from two very dissimilar groups.

Finally, Experiment 2 was designed to evaluate the effect of prac-

tice on priming influences. This test was made by comparing response

patterns in Trial 1 with responses made to the identical stimuli upon

re -presentation.

Results related to these three purposes are now detailed.

Purpose 1: Replication of Experiment 1

The general pattern of effects and interactions obtained for SAME

and DIFFERENT pairs in the first study was replicated in Experiment 2,

Likewise, data from protocols were quite similar in the two studies.

The replication of reaction time patterns was demonstrated first by

comparing Trial 1 performance with averages over all six categories of

Experiment 1, Results in Experiment 2 were of the same general form as

those in Experiment 1, although they were less reliable here. The second

demonstration of replication compared Trial 1 performance with averages

over only three categories, those three that were used in both experi-

ments, Again, major effects were replicated. Findings of most
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importance from these two kinds of comparisons, and a report on proto-

col data, are included below. They are followed by a summary of all the

results related to Purpose 1.

The reliability of the data from Experiment 2 was evaluated through

analyses of variance much like those used earlier. The designs of the

analyses and the statistical effects of major importance for Purpose 1

are described in the Reliability sections, A complete listing of results

appears in Appendices D, E, and F.

Comparison of Three -Category Averages
(Trial 1, Experiment 2) with Six-Category
Averages (Total Data of Experiment 1 )

Average response times to both SAME and DIFFERENT pairs under

the various priming conditions in Trial 1 here were compared with the

total results from the first study. Results for SAME and DIFFERENT

pairs are now described.

Results for SAME Pairs

Reaction times to SAME pairs on Trial 1 in Experiment 2, averaged

over three categories and over 18 subjects, are shown in Figure 4, By

comparing these results to those of Figure 2, where mean SAME responses

over the six categories of Experiment 1 are graphed, it can be seen that

many of the prime and pair effects of the first study were replicated here.

For ease of comparison with the earlier results, the Experiment 2 find-

ings for responses to SAME pairs are described first for the priming
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Figure 4. Average response times to SAME pairs on Trial 1,

Experiment 2.
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conditions used by Rosch and by Evans and Lockhead, These conditions

were called Replication Results for SAME pairs in Experiment 1, and that

title is used again here when responses to SAME pairs after these primes

are detailed. After these replication priming conditions, the success in

Experiment 2 of the new test of similarity effects is described.

Replication results . The pattern of responses to SAME pairs in

Experiment 2 for the priming conditions used by Rosch and by Evans and

Lockhead was the same as the response pattern obtained in Experiment 1

for these primes. The replication conditions involve four primes for

SAME pairs: BE, CAT, G/S, and P/S, Mean response times for these

conditions in Experiment 2 are shown in the top two panels of Figure 4;

they are now described.

Predictions based on Rosch: The CAT prime. Resiilts for the

primes used by Rosch, CAT and BE, are treated first. To begin, con-

sider results for s.c. pair forms (top left panel of Figure 4). As found in

Experiment 1, the CAT prime facilitated responses, as compared to

speeds after BE, for both g and p pairs. Unlike in the first study, how-

ever, facilitation was larger for p pairs here. Now consider the p.i, pair

forms (top right panel). Results replicated exactly the p.i, results in

Experiment 1: CAT facilitated responses to g, p.i. pairs and inhibited

responses to p, p.i. pairs.

Predictions based on Evans and Eockhead: C/S and P/S primes.

Consider now responses after the item-level primes taken from Evans and
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Liockhead, G/S and P/S, It was again the case in this second experiment,

as it had been in Experiment 1, that responses to g pairs were faster after

G/S than after P/S primes for both s,c=, and p.i, pair forms. Unlike the

resiilts of the earlier study, however, the P/S prime in Experiment 2 did

not produce faster responses to its matched p pairs than did the dissimilar

G/S prime,
|

Comparisons among the primes of Rosch and Evans and Lockhead;

CAT vs, item primes. In comparing CAT and item-level priming, the

results in Experiment 2 replicated those in Experiment 1, Generally, an

item-level prime (G/S or P/S) produced faster responses than did CAT in

both studies.

Other results; The effect of pair typicality. The other important

result for SAME forms was the influence of pair typicality on response

times. For s,c, forms here, good pairs were responded to more quickly

than were poor pairs; this replicated the pair typicality results of Experi-

ment 1, For p.i, forms here, the effect was reversed, p pairs being

responded to more quickly than g pairs.

Reliability, A test modeled after the one used to test CAT, G/S,

and p/s effects in Experiment 1 was applied to the data from Experiment 2,

Again, a within-subjects analysis of variance was performed separately

for s.c, and p.i, pairs. As in the earlier study, each ANOVA included

the following factors; pair typicality (g, p) x prime type (BL, CAT, G/S,

P/S) X category (furniture, fruit, vegetable) x subjects (18), (Additionally,
|
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a factor of trial (1, 2) was examined in these analyses; findings for trial

are described later as Practice Effects,) The results from these analyses

concerning prime and pair influences are now described; a complete list-

ing of results appears in Appendix D.

While prime and pair factors were less significant in the analyses

of Experiment 2 than they had been in Experiment 1, perhaps because of

the smaller amount of data analyzed here, several resxilts were reliable.

There was a reliable main effect of prime type for s.c, forms, F (3, 51) =

6. 02, p < .01, and a marginal effect for p, i. forms, F (3, 51) = 3.01,

£_
< .05, The main effect of pair typicality was significant for both forms;

it confirmed an advantage to good pairs for s.c, forms, F (1, 17) = 22,53,

£_
< ,001, and an advantage to poor pairs for p, i, forms, F (1, 17) = 38 , 68,

£_
< , 001 .

T tests were performed within each pair typicality to evaluate the

reliability of the differential priming influences on that pair. The follow-

ing differences in average response times were reliable. For p, s.c.

pairs, both item primes produced faster responses than did BL: G/S vs,

BL, _t(17) =4, 18, p< .001; and P/S vs, BL, _t(17) = 2, 65, p< .05, For

the p.i. forms, two differences in average response times were significant

among the priming conditions of g pairs: G/S facilitated responses over

BL, t (17) = 2, 72, p < , 05; and P/S facilitated responses over BL, _t (17) =

2, 18, p < ,05, For p, p.i. pairs, the G/S prime produced faster responses

than did BL, t (17) = 2. 12, p < ,05. Note that for these p, p.i. pairs, the
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inhibition of response times produced by CAT relative to BL, was not

reliable.

Finally, _t tests performed on the pair typicality results confirmed

only some of the advantages of g over p pairs in s,c, forms, and of p over

g pairs in p,i, forms. There was no pattern of special interest in these

results.

The new test of similarity effects . The new test of similarity effects,

the comparison of response times to g pairs after G/S and G/D primes and

of response times to p pairs after P/S and P/D primes, was successful in

Experiment 2 as well as in Experiment 1. As can be seen in the bottom

two panels of Figure 4, responses after a prime similar to the pair were

faster than were responses after a dissimilar prime, even when both

primes were of the pair's typicality. The important results of Experiment

2 related to this new test are now described.

The effect of similarity of prime and pair. The similarity advantage

obtained in Experiment 1 was replicated in Experiment 2: Average

responses were faster in 3/4 conditions after a prime similar to the pair

than after a prime also matched to the pair in typicality but dissimilar to

it, (Refer to the bottom two panels of Figure 4; the comparable results for

Experiment 1 are shown in the bottom two panels of Figure 2.) This effect

was obtained in Experiment 2 for p, s.c. items and for both typicalities of

p.i. pair forms. Recall that the relative similarity advantage was larger,

in the first study, for poor items. (The difference between P/S and P/D
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was larger than that between G/S and G/ D. ) This effect was also repli-

cated in Experiment 2.

The effect of pair typicality. The main effect of typicality in Experi-

ment 1 favored g items in all conditions. This was replicated here only

for s. c. forms. Among p. i. forms, p items were processed faster on

average.

Reliability. Reliability was evaluated through analyses of variance

and_t tests. The design of the ANOVAS, performed separately for s. c.

and p. i. forms, copied that of Experiment 1 analyses, but with the addition

of a factor of trial. These analyses were five-way, within- subjects

designs: trial (1, 2) x typicality of prime and pair (g, p) x similarity of

prime and pair (S, D) x category (furniture, fruit, vegetable) x subjects

(18). All results are tabled in Appendix E. The most relevant are now

discussed.

The main effect of similarity was highly reliable only for p. i. forms,

F (1, 17) = 13. 99, 2.
While the main effect was not significant for

s. c. forms, there was a reliable similarity x category interaction,

F (2, 34) = 4. 12, _£ < . 05, suggesting that prime-pair similarity may have

importantly influenced reaction time only for some groups.

Confirming that the magnitude of the advantage of the similar over

the dissimilar prime was greater for p than for g items, there was a sig-

nificant similarity X typicality interaction for p. i. forms, F (1, 17) = 14.96,

£ < . 01 .
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The main effect of typicality was significant for s. c. forms,

F (1, 17) = 16. 93, _£ < . 001. The faster average processing of poor items

among p. i. forms was not reliable.

Results for DIFFERENT Pairs

In general, DIFFERENT responses in Experiment 2 (see Figure 5)

also strongly confirmed the major results of Experiment 1 (see Figure 3).

Important aspects of DIFFERENT reaction times are now described.

Replication results . Recall that the two major findings for DIFFER-

ENT pairs in Experiment 1 were that, first of all, all non-blank primes

in general produced faster performance than did the BL prime, while

there were no important differences among the non-blank primes. This

replicated DIFFERENT results obtained by Rosch and by Evans and Lock-

head. The second finding for the DIFFERENT pair responses of Experi-

ment 1 was that mm. pairs, those presenting on the left the item of a dif-

ferent category from that of the prime, were responded to more quickly

than were m. pairs, replicating Sala's result. Both these findings, lack

of differential priming and fast responses to mm. forms, were replicated

in Experiment 2 and are now described.

Predictions based on Rosch and on Evans and Lockhead: A lack of

differential priming. In the first trial data for DIFFERENT responses in

Experiment 2, the lack of differential priming reported in Experiment 1

was replicated. (Compare Figure 5, showing the data for Trial 1 of

Experiment 2, with Figure 3, showing the data for Experiment 1. )
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Figure 5. Average response times to DIFFERENT pairs on Trial 1,

Experiment 2.
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Although the means in Experiment 2 were more variable than were those

in the first study, it was again the case that the BE prime produced

slower DIFFERENT responses in general than did the other primes, and

that responses after the non-blank primes did not differ consistently from

each other.

Predictions based on Sala: The effect of pair form. Also replicated

in Experiment 2 was a second resiilt obtained in Experiment 1 for

responses to DIFFERENT pairs. The mm. pair forms were generally

responsed to faster than were the m. forms. (In Figures 3 and 5, com-

pare, for any prime-pair condition, the m. and mm. points. ) This further

confirms Sala's (1978) finding of faster processing of mm. pairs.

Other results: The effect of pair typicality. In addition to these

priming influences, there was also an effect of typicality on responses to

DIFFERENT pairs in Experiment 2. Good DIFFERENT pairs were on

average responded to faster than were poor DIFFERENT pairs. This

typicality effect replicated that obtained in Experiment 1, as well as that

reported by Rosch and by Evans and Lockhead.

Reliability. The reliability of the DIFFERENT results was evalu-

ated by two types of analyses of variance, both modeled after those of

Experiment 1 but incorporating a factor of trial. The data entered into

each analysis were means over the three categories. Both types of analy-

ses were five-way, within- subj ects designs. Factors in the first were:

trial (1, 2) X form of pair (m. ,
mm. ) x pair typicality (g, p) x prime type
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(BL, CAT, G/S, P/S) X subjects (18). The second analysis evaluated the

new similar /dissimilar primes. Factors were: trial (1, Z) x form of

pair (m. , mm. ) x typicality of prime and pair (g, p) x similarity of prime

and pair (S, D) x subjects (18). All resiilts are tabled in Appendix F. The

most important are now discussed.

Analyses confirmed the lack of differential priming described above.

While there was a main effect of prime type in the first ANOVA,

F (3, 51) = 6. 98, _D < . 001, it rested on the comparison of BL with non-

blank primes; BL was the slowest priming condition in 11/12 of the

graphed comparisons (as seen in the top two panels of Figure 5). In keep-

ing with the lack of difference among non-blank primes, there was no main

effect of similarity of prime and pair in the second ANOVA.

The advantage of mm. over m. pairs was highly reliable. There

was a main effect of form of pair in both ANOVAS, F (1, 17) = 25. 87,

£ < .001, and F(l, 17) = 19. 46, £<.001.

Pair typicality was also significant in both analyses, F (1, 17) =

26. 67 and F (1, 17) = 16. 89, respectively, £ < . 001.

Protocol Summaries

Of the 432 checklist responses, 4 were miscategorizations, all

involving vegetables (pumpkin and corn). Since the protocol analysis of

Experiment 1 suggested inclusion of data from miscategorizing subjects

did not importantly influence experimental outcomes, no further treatment

was performed on these data.
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In general, subjects' responses to the protocol questions were the

same as those in the first study. In Experiment 2, only one word (radio)

was misread by one subject. Fruit and/or vegetable categories were

described as difficult overall by four subjects. Seven subjects found

furniture items to be especially easy to categorize as compared to fruit

and vegetable items. Again, some experimental items were difficult for

subjects to categorize, pumpkin (13/18), yam (5/18), coconut (4/18), and

parsley (4/18) being the most frequently mentioned. Most people again

claimed to have used the primes consistently (10/18), to have referred an

item prime to its category (11/18), and to either have thought of nothing or

to have just waited for the pair after blank (9/14).

Comparison of Three- Category Averages
(Trial 1, Experiment 2) with Three- Category
Averages (Furniture, Fruit, and Vegetable

Data of Experiment 1 )

As described above. Trial 1 data replicated in general the average

results obtained in Experiment 1, even though the Experiment 1 responses

examined were averages over six categories, including three not tested in

Experiment 2. Trial 1 data also matched quite well averages from

Experiment 1 taken only over furniture, fruit, and vegetable items.

Figure 6 shows the three-category averages across the two experimental

contexts. Since SAME pairs represent the most theoretically important

conditions, SAME response patterns to furniture, fruit, and vegetable

primes and pairs are displayed. (Data from DIFFERENT pairs were also

replicated. )
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Figure 6, Average response times to SAME pairs from the furni-

ture, fruit, and vegetable categories in Experiment 1 and on Trial 1 in

Experiment 2.
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Here is a brief summary of important replicated results. These

experiments were run on different groups of subjects; many commonalities

are nevertheless apparent in average response times. Most notably, the

new similarity effects (bottom two panels of Figure 6) were strong and

about equivalent in both experimental contexts. While the other priming

influences differed somewhat in the two experiments (refer to the top left

panel for s. c. pair results and to the top right panel for p. i. pair results),

several of the theoretically important prime and pair results were repli-

cated:

1. For good, same-category pairs (g, s. c. ), the category name
prime (CAT) facilitated responses relative to responses after

the blank prime (BL), and a good prime similar to these good
pairs (G/S) produced faster responses than did a poor prime
similar to the poor pairs (P/S), in both Experiments 1 and 2.

2. For poor, same-category pairs (p, s. c. ), a poor prime similar

to these poor pairs (P/S) facilitated responses relative to

responses after a blank prime (BL), and this poor prime similar

to the poor pairs (P/S) also produced faster responses to these

pairs than did the category name (CAT).

3. For good, physical-identity pairs (g, p. i. ), the category name
(CAT) and a good prime similar to these good pairs (G/S) pro-

duced faster responses than did the blank prime (BL).

4. For poor, physical -identity pairs (p, p.i. ), the category name
prime (CAT) inhibited performance relative to speeds after the

blank prime (BL).

5. Within a prime, several pair effects obtained in Experiment 1

were replicated in Experiment 2. For same- category pairs

(s. c. ) in both experiments, response times were faster for good

pairs than for poor pairs, after all primes. For physical-

identity pairs (p.i. ), responses to poor pairs were faster than

responses to good pairs after both a poor prime similar to these

poor pairs (P/S) and after a blank prime (BL).
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Summary of Resiilts Related to Purpose 1 :

A Successful Replication

In almost all respects, those conditions of Experiment 2 most com-

parable to the conditions of Experiment 1 produced results like those of

the earlier study. For SAME pairs, whether the three categories of

Experiment 2 were compared to the six categories of Experiment 1 or to

averages from only the three common categories, primes similar to

pairs usually produced faster responses than did primes dissimilar to

those pairs. For DIFFERENT pairs, differential priming effects were

small, the only large difference in response times being that non-blank

primes resulted in faster responses than did BE; also, mm. pairs were

responded to faster than were m. pairs. Finally, protocol data were

quite similar to those collected in Experiment 1.

Purpose 2: Examination of Category Differences

The second purpose of Experiment 2 was an examination of the dif-

ferences among categories. Two specific questions were answered:

1. Were overall patterns of priming effects different in biologic

and nonbiologic groups? This question was investigated in

responses to SAME pairs, the experimental condition demon-
strated in Experiment 1 to be most affected by priming. In all

priming conditions, SAME responses to fruit and vegetable

items were compared with responses to furniture items.

2. Were DIFFERENT responses to items from similar categories

slower than responses to pairs formed of items from two very
dissimilar groups? This was investigated by comparing
reaction times to DIFFERENT pairs consisting of fruit and

vegetable words with reaction times to DIFFERENT pairs

formed between furniture and either fruit or vegetable.
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Results related to the first question showed that there were not any major

differences apparent in SAME response patterns to biologic and non-

biologic groups; the only consistent difference in reaction times was that

subjects were slower to make SAME decisions about fruits and about

vegetables than to decide about two items of furniture. (However, this

lack of effect must be interpreted cautiously because few groups were

examined here. ) Results for DIFFERENT pairs, related to the second

question, did confirm the expected differences related to the type of cate-

gory comparison. Responses to biologic DIFFERENT pairs were consis-

tently slower than responses to cross pairs, those comparisons between

a biologic item and furniture.

Details of these results are now given. Category factors were

examined statistically, as described in the Reliability sections below;

complete statistical results appear in Appendices D and E .

Category Differences in SAME Pairs

When priming influences on SAME responses were compared among

the three categories of Experiment 2, some differences between the

groups were seen, but none were large or consistent. In particular,

there was no striking difference between response patterns after an item

prime in a biologic and in a nonbiologic category. (Rosch et al. , 1976,

suggested that items may sometimes be processed differently in biologic

categories than they are in other groups. )

One large difference did appear between SAME reaction times to
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fruits and vegetables and reaction times to furniture. However, this con-

cerned the magnitude of the responses rather than the quality: SAME

responses were much slower for fruit and vegetable pairs than they were

for furniture pairs.

Comparisons between the biologic and nonbiologic groups were made

in both the types of SAME analyses performed across categories: those

dealing with the replication primes (the primes used by Rosch and by

Evans and Lockhead) and those evaluating the new test of similarity effects.

These category comparisons are now described in more detail.

Category differences for replication primes: CAT, 'G/S, and P/S ,

Displayed in Figure 7 are SAME responses to p, i, forms in Trial 1,

shown separately for the three categories. The responses to CAT, C/S,

and p/s primes (top three panels) can be compared to the category aver-

ages in the top right panel of Figure 4, (P,i, pairs are illustrated as

exemplary; category differences among s,c, pairs were no more consis-

tent or apparent than these. Trial 1 is shown because even fewer cate-

gory differences appeared in Trial 2.)

Perhaps the only readily apparent difference among the three cate-

gories is that responses to furniture pairs were faster in almost all con-

ditions than were responses to fruits and vegetables. There is no obvious

priming pattern that is both common to the biologic groups and different

from priming effects in furniture. These results are treated more fully

in the Discussion section for this experiment.
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Figure 7. Response times to physical -identity SAME pairs on
Trial 1, Experiment 2, shown separately for the three categories.
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Reliability. A factor of category (furniture, fruit, vegetable) had

been included in the analyses of variance performed on SAME pairs to

evaluate CAT, G/S, and P/S priming. (Refer to pp. 88-89.) Results

concerning this factor are now described.

The main effect of category was significant for the p. i. forms shown

in Figure 7, F (2, 34) = 12. 39, £ < . 001. (It was also significant for s. c.

forms, F (2, 34) = 15. 18, £ < . 001. ) This supported the differences in

response magnitude, i. e. , that furniture items were responded to much

more quickly than were items from the other categories.

Some of the interactions with category were also significant. All

those for p. i. forms (as well as those for s. c. forms) are included in

Appendix D. The interactions in the results graphed that are of theoretic

interest are category x prime type, F (6, 102) = 3. 30, £ < . 01, and cate-

gory X prime type x pair typicality, F (6, 102) = 3. 13, £ < . 01. One of the

ways that these effects are seen graphically is in the fact that the inhibition

of responses to poor pairs by CAT that had emerged in the average data

(top right panel of Figure 4) occurred convincingly in only one category,

that of vegetable.

Category differences in the new test of similarity: G/S vs, G/D

and P/S vs. P/D . The responses within each category after similar and

dissimilar primes are shown in the bottom three panels of Figure 7.

(Again, p. i. pairs on Trial 1 are illustrated as exemplary of all results. )

These results can be compared with the similarity effects averaged over
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categories and shown in the bottom right panel of Figure 4. There is

little evidence of a strong pattern common to biologic groups and differ-

ent from that in furniture except for the faster average responses to furni-

ture pairs.

Reliability. A category factor (furniture, fruit, vegetable) was

included in the ANOVAS testing these new similarity effects (see p. 91)»

Category was again significant, both for the graphed p, i. forms,

F (2, 34) = 7. 08, 2.

^ s. c. forms, F (2, 34) = 14. 56, £ < . 001.

No interactions were of theoretic interest; ones that were significant are

tabled in Appendix E.

Catetory Differences in DIFFERENT Pairs

Cross vs. biologic pairs . DIFFERENT responses to pairs of one

fruit and one vegetable were reliably slower than were responses to

DIFFERENT pairs containing an item of furniture and either a fruit or a

vegetable. DIFFERENT responses in Trial 1 are shown in Figure 8.

Responses shown are averages over pair form (m. , mm. ); they are shown

separately for the two types of category comparison. (Trial 2 data also

confirmed that responses to cross pairs were faster than responses to

biologic pairs. Data from the two trials did not differ in any important

way. ) Figure 8 can be compared with Figure 5, where DIFFERENT

responses were averaged across categories.

Other than the large difference in overall response speed, there

were no other readily apparent and important differences between the two
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Figure 8. Average response times to DIFFERENT pairs on Trial 1,

Experiment 2, shown separately for cross and biologic category com-
parisons .
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category comparison types. The lack of differential priming demonstrated

in data averaged over categories (Figure 5) was seen in both cross and

biologic comparisons: BL was almost always the slowest priming condi-

tion; there were few important differences in response patterns among

non-blank primes.

Reliability. To test the reliability of the. slower responses to cross

than to biologic pairs, two more analyses of variance were run on the

DIFFERENT responses in Experiment 2. These were both modeled after

the pair form analyses run earlier on DIFFERENT pairs (see pp. 95-96).

Again, the following three factors were included in both analyses: trial

(1, 2), typicality (g, p), and subjects (18). A factor relating to primes

appeared in each analysis again: prime type (BL, CAT, G/S, P/S) in the

first analysis, and similarity of prime and pair (S, D) in the second

analysis. But in these new analyses, rather than a factor of pair form

(m. , mm. ), m. and mm. pairs were averaged over and a factor of cate-

gory comparison (cross, biologic) was entered. Thus, there were two

types of analyses, one run on four primes (BL, CAT, G/S, P/S) and the

second on two primes (S, D); both included a factor of category compari-

son (cross, biologic).

In both types of analyses, there was a highly significant main effect

of category comparison: F (1, 17) = 30. 77, < . 001, in the first ANOVA;

and F (1, 17) = 28. 42, £ < . 001, in the second ANOVA. There was, in

the first analysis, also an interaction of category comparison x typicality.
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F (1, 17) = 23. 58, £ < . 001. This interaction is reflected in the graph by

the larger cross-biologic difference among poor pairs than among good

pairs: Poor biologic DIFFERENT pairs were responded to especially

slowly relative to the other pair types.

Other factors to emerge from the analyses, such as typicality, have

already been described for the pair form analyses of these data (pp. 92-

96).

Summary of Results Related to Purpose 2 :

Slow Responses to Biologic Categories

The only large difference related to biologic membership that

emerged in Experiment 2 was that fruits and vegetables were almost

always responded to more slowly than were items of furniture. This

effect was obtained for both major pair types, for within- category com-

parisons (SAME pairs) and for across -category comparisons (DIFFERENT

pairs). No consistent processing pattern emerged in SAME responses

that was common to the biologic groups and distinct from that in the non-

biologic group; in particular, there was no support for item primes

operating differently in the biologic classifications. Among DIFFERENT

pairs, those including a furniture item were labeled as DIFFERENT

reliably faster than were comparisons of fruits and vegetables.

Purpose 3: Evaluation of Practice Effects

Finally, Experiment 2 was designed to test changes in priming

effects over trials, specifically changes early in practice. Both Evans
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and Lockhead (Note 1) and Rosch (1975b, 1975c) found some loss of dif-

ferential priming over trials. Since Experiment 1 showed that priming

importantly affects only responses to SAME pairs, comparison was made

here of reaction times to SAME padrs in Trial 1 and reaction times to

those pairs upon re-presentation.

It was found that even this small amount of practice (two trials) had

an effect on reaction times. First of all, the magnitude of the responses

changed with practice; Subjects responded reliably faster on Trial 2 than

on Trial 1. The overall pattern of SAME responses also changed. By

Trial 2, non-blank primes produced faster responses than did the BE

prime but differed less from each other than they had in Trial 1. These

two practice effects, a general speeding of SAME responses and some

loss of differential priming influences by Trial 2, are now described in

more detail. Reference should be made to Figure 9, where SAME

responses in Trial 2, averaged over categories and over subjects, are

shown. This figure can be compared with the Trial 1 SAME responses

graphed in Figure 4.

Practice effects were evaluated statistically by examining the factor

of trial (1, 2) that had been included in the two types of analyses of vari-

ance run earlier on responses to SAME pairs. (One type of analysis com-

pared BE, CAT, G/S, and P/S priming effects; the second analysis com-

pared responses after G/S and G/D primes, and responses after P/S and

P/D primes. )
These analyses were described on pages 88-90 and 91-92;
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Figure 9.

Experiment 2.

Average response times to SAME pairs on Trial 2,
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complete results from them appear in Appendices D and E. Those results

most relevant to the major practice effects are described in the Reliability

sections below. The general pattern of these practice effects is now

examined.

General speeding of response. As can be seen by comparing Fig-

ures 4 and 9, SAME responses in almost all prime type and pair typicality

conditions were faster on Trial 2 than on Trial 1. This general speeding

of response with practice was obtained for both s. c. and p. i. pair forms.

Reliability. There were significant main effects of trial (_£
< .05)

for both s. c. and p. i. pair forms in both types of analyses. These effects

confirmed that average responses were faster on Trial 2 than on Trial 1.

F ratios are listed in Appendices D and E.

Loss of differential priming . There was also a qualitative change

in priming effects with practice, especially for s.c. pair forms. In Trial

1, there were large differences among the non-blank primes. (Refer to

Figure 4, especially the s. c. panels.
)

In this trial, the prime types

affected the two pair typicalities differently; and, within a pair typicality,

the speed of responses to a pair differed considerably among the priming

conditions. But by Trial 2, many of the differential priming influences

were smaller. (Refer to Figure 9, especially the s.c. panels.) While all
|

non-blank primes produced faster average performance than did BL, there

were fewer differences among the non-blank primes. Graphically, by

Trial 2, the lines representing the CAT and the item primes had
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collapsed; all these primes facilitated responses to s.c. pairs over BL

but all affected response times about equally. (The practice effect was

less apparent for p. i. forms, although there was also some tendency for

loss of differential priming influences by Trial 2 in these forms. Com-

pare the p. i. panels in Figures 4 and 9. )

Reliability. To examine the loss of differential priming statisti-

cally, consider the prime and pair interactions with trial which were

significant. The most important theoretically is an interaction obtained

for s. c. forms in the first type of analysis, that comparing BL, CAT,

G/S, and P/S primes. For these s.c. forms, the interaction of trial x

prime type x pair typicality was significant, F (3, 51) = 3. 28, £ < . 05.

This result is seen graphically as the collapsing by Trial 2 of the strong

differential priming effects apparent in s. c, forms in Trial 1. (Trial 1

is graphed in the top left panel of Figure 4, and Trial 2 in the top left

panel of Figure 9. ) The loss of differential priming effects for p. i.

forms was less marked; the interaction just described was not significant

for these forms.

Summary of Results Related to Purpose 3 :

A Loss with Practice

Two effects of practice were demonstrated in Experiment 2. First

of all, there was a general speeding of SAME responses: Reaction times

in Trial 2 were consistently faster than were those in Trial 1. Secondly,

the pattern of priming effects changed with practice, especially for s. c.
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pair forms. By Trial 2, SAME responses after the non-blank primes

differed much less from each other than they had in Trial 1. BE priming

produced the slowest reaction times; there were few other differences

among priming conditions. Some loss of differential priming effects very

early in practice was thus demonstrated in natural cultural categories.

Discussion

Experiment 2 had three purposes: to attempt a replication of the

major prime and pair effects and interactions demonstrated for cultural

categories in Experiment 1; to investigate differences among cultural

categories, specifically differences between biologic and nonbiologic

groups; and to examine changes in priming effects early in practice. The

results pertinent to each of these purposes will now be discussed.

Results Replicating Experiment 1: A Repeat

of Major Priming Patterns

Results from the comparable conditions of Experiments 1 and 2 were

examined. In general, the most important priming effects obtained in the

early study were replicated in the second experiment. The replication of

results for SAME and for DIFFERENT pairs is now described.

Results for SAME Pairs

For SAME pairs on Trial 1, the basic result of the earlier study

was replicated: Primes similar to the pair produced faster responses in

general than did primes dissimilar to the pair. Consider first the results
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after CAT, G/S, and P/S primes, those conditions taken from Rosch and

from Evans and Lockhead and called Replication Results, (Refer to the

top two panels of Figure 2, the Experiment 1 data, and the top two panels

of Figure 4, the data from Experiment 2,) For s,c, pair forms, CAT

and G/S, both similar to good pairs, produced faster responses to those

pairs than did the dissimilar prime, P/S; for poor pairs, responses were

faster after a P/S prime, the cue most similar to poor pairs, than after

the dissimilar CAT prime. For p,i, forms, the similar G/S prime pro-

duced faster responses to good pairs than did the dissimilar P/S prime;

and for poor, p,i, pairs, responses were faster after the similar P/S

prime than after the dissimilar CAT prime. All these results replicated

those of Experiment 1,

Now consider the new test of the importance of prime-pair simi-

larity, that comparing responses after G/S and G/D primes, and

responses after P/S and P/D primes, (Refer to the bottom two panels of

Figures 2 and 4,) Here too the results of Experiment 1 were replicated:

A similar prime almost always produced faster responses than did a

prime also matched to the pair in typicality but dissimilar to it. Repli-

cating the earlier study was the larger similarity effect for p than for g

items (i,e,, the larger difference between responses after P/S and P/D

than between responses after G/S and G/D primes).

All these priming results replicated those obtained in the six-

category averages of Experiment 1, A comparison of SAME responses
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from Experiment 2 with averages from Experiment 1 taken over only the

three common categories, furniture, fruit, and vegetable, also showed a

general replication of effects, (See Figure 6,)

Priming results for SAME pairs from both Experiments 1 and 2 can

be summarized by saying: The more similar the prime and pair, the

faster the response to that pair.

Besides prime effects, another aspect of the results of Experiment 1

that was also replicated in the second study was the effect of pair typi-

cality on responses to s.c, pair forms. In Experiment 1, g, s,c, forms

were responded to reliably faster than were p, s,c, forms in all priming

conditions; this result was replicated in Experiment 2. A suggested rea-

son for this advantage to good pairs has already been discussed on pp, 70-

72 o Pair typicality had less consistent influence on p.i, pairs in both

studies (although poor pairs did have somewhat more of an advantage,

relative to good pairs, in Experiment 2 than they had in the first experi-

ment) .

The generally successful replication in Experiment 2 of the SAME

results of the first study was obtained even though the data of Experiment

2 were less reliable than were those of Experiment 1, Prime-pair simi-

larity succes sfully predicted general differences in response speed, as

described in the above paragraphs. However, fine-tuned predictions, for

example those discussed for Experiment 1 on pp. 63-65, were not evaluated

in this second study because some of the differences between means were
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small and unreliable here. Also because of this lack of reliability, it was

not possible to test strongly the proposed explanation for inhibition of

responses to poor, p,i, pairs (refer to pages 66-70). In Experiment 2,

Rosch's inhibition (of responses to p, p,i, pairs primed by CAT relative

to responses primed by BL) was obtained to any extent in only one cate-

gory; for p, p,i, pairs in Experiment 2, the matched P/S prime actually

facilitated responses to these items, (The G/S prime also facilitated

responses,) So in Experiment 2, a prime similar to the poor pair speeded

responses relative to baseline; this is in keeping with the proposed impor-

tant effect of prime-pair similarity on response times. However, results

here were not statistically reliable. Conservatively, it can be stated that

neither Rosch's inhibition of responses to poor pairs by CAT nor their

facilitation by an appropriate prime (P/S) was reliably obtained in Trial 1

of Experiment 2, perhaps because of the small amount of data analyzed

here.

Results for DIFFERENT Pairs

The pattern of responses to DIFFERENT pairs on Trial 1 replicated

the major results of the analyses of DIFFERENT pairs in the first study.

This replication had two aspects. First, in both experiments there were

less differential priming effects on responses to DIFFERENT pairs than

there were on responses to SAME pairs. As can be seen in Figure 3

(Experiment 1) and in Figure 5 (Experiment 2), any non-blank prime gen-

erally produced faster responses than did BL in both studies, and there
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were no strong and consistent priming differences among the non-blank

primes

,

The second aspect of DIFFERENT pair responses common to both

studies was a processing advantage for mm. forms (again, see Figures 3

and 5). A pair that presented on the left the item very dissimilar to the

prime was labeled DIFFERENT faster than was- the m. form of the pair.

Finally, the overall typicality advantage for good DIFFERENT pairs

obtained in Experiment 1 was also replicated here.

All three of these effects for DIFFERENT responses --a lack of

differential priming influences, faster responses to mm, forms, and a

typicality effect on response times --have been discussed in Experiment 1,

Refer to pages 72-74 for these theoretical speculations.

If there was any consistent difference among the DIFFERENT

responses in the two experiments, it was that results were more variable

in Experiment 2, But general response patterns were well replicated.

Summary of Replication Results

As described, most major patterns of responses to SAME and

DIFFERENT pairs in Experiment 2 replicated those of Experiment 1.

This second study therefore confirmed in general the data reported for

the first experiment. Since these earlier data supported the major theore-

tical positions of the present paper, most importantly the interpretation

of differential priming effects in terms of prime -pair similarity, the
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replication of these data in the second study offers an even stronger

empirical base for those positions.

Category Differences: Slower Responses
to Confusable Items

A second purpose of Experiment 2 was to examine differences among

categories, and especially to study any processing effects common to the

two biologic groups and distinct from effects in furniture.

Quite simply, no theoretically important processing differences

were demonstrated. The only reliable distinction to emerge among the

categories in Experiment 2 was that fruits and vegetables were always

responded to more slowly than was furniture, for both SAME and DIFFER-

ENT pairs. Among SAME pairs, there was no support for item primes

affecting responses differently in the biologic and in the nonbiologic classi-

fications; among DIFFERENT pairs, it was reliably the case that cross

pairs, those including one furniture item, received faster responses than

did biologic pairs.

The one consistent result, slower responses to biologic items, can

be explained in terms of intra-pair similarity. As confirmed by the rat-

ings of Experiment 3, the fruit and vegetable categories are highly similar

overall, but each of these is highly discriminable from furniture. From

these similarity relations it can be predicted that any tasks requiring a

subject to distinguish among biologic items will be difficult: Because of

the high similarity of fruits and vegetables, discriminations among them I
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should be slow, relative to discriminations of fruits and vegetables from

the dissimilar furniture items. Specifically, faster DIFFERENT responses

to cross pairs than to biologic pairs can be explained by the confusability

of biologic items and the easy discriminability of the furniture category

from the biologic categories.

Higher confusability among the biologic items can also explain the

other reliable result, slower SAME responses to fruits and vegetables

than to furniture. When two furniture items appeared, a subject could

quickly decide that they came from the same category because no other

group very similar to furniture was included in the stimulus set. How-

ever, when either a fruit or vegetable SAME pair was presented, the sub-

ject had to decide whether the items came from within a single category or

from two different, but highly confusable, categories, (Compare the

Smith, Shoben, and Rips (1974) model of category decision-making in

which a "slow yes" response is generated when two very similar concepts

are evaluated,

)

In summary, because of the structure of the stimulus set, all

decisions involving fruits and/or vegetables were difficult. The presence

in the set of another category easily confused with fruits and with vege-

tables made both SAME responses within each of these categories and

DIFFERENT responses between them very slow.
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The Effect of Practice: Some Loss of

Priming Effects in Two Trials

Finally in Experiment 2, the influence of practice on priming results

was examined. One finding was a general speeding of responses over

trials. Of more theoretic importance was the second conclusion: It was

found that the differential effects of non -blank priming on SAME pairs (the

pair forms that had shown the largest priming effects in Experiment 1 and

also on Trial 1 here) diminished very rapidly. This effect was particialarly

striking in s.c, pair forms, (Compare Trial 2 performance shown in

Figure 9 with Trial 1 data shown in Figure 4,) The CAT and item primes

produced very similar effects on response times by Trial 2, so that most

improved performance over BL but few differed in their relative speeding

of the pairs. Notice that, in the new test of similarity (bottom two panels

of Figures 4 and 9), the similar -to -pair prime did retain a slight numeric

advantage over the dissimilar-to-pair prime through Trial 2, although the

average effect was diminished with practice. The pattern of loss of differ-

ential priming influences early in practice replicates in cultural categories

the effect Evans and Lockhead reported for color. It also suggests that

Rosch might have obtained much earlier the loss she found after 20 trials

in cultural groups.

In terms of theory, the loss of differential priming serves as further

evidence that any reference function of prototypes may be short-lived

(compare Evans & Lockhead, Note 1), That is, the role of category proto-

types, at least in this type of priming task, is practice -limited.
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It is, of course, also the case that the large prime -pair similarity

effects on response times that were evident in Trial 1 also diminished with

this small amount of practice. Why should priming results change with

task repetition? It might be suggested that subjects begin to perform the

task differently as they become familiar with it. Hypothetically, they may

no longer benefit by any extensive use of the priming cues, whether those

are cues to reference points or to the similarity structure of the category.

Once subjects have seen (and, it is assumed, categorized) the entire task

set, they need not recategorize it on Trial 2, All category members, poor

and good, were classified in terms of set membership when they were

presented the first time, or correct response could not have been made

(except perhaps for some priming conditions of p.i, pairs). Category

decisions on Trial 2 might then all be fast for every non-blank prime and

pair item, requiring for each only recall of this earlier classification and

a comparison of the classifications of primes and pairs, BL priming

would still produce slower responses than any other prime condition

because it alone was completely noninformative as to the category of the

upcoming pair; all non-blank primes gave information that narrowed deci-

sion possibilities. Both loss of differential effects among non-blank

primes with practice and also slowest response after BL might be

explained with this type of processing hypothesis.
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EXPERIMENT 3: SIMILARITY SCALING

OF EXPERIMENTAL STIMULI

Methods

Design

Unlike the first two experiments, Experiment 3 was not a priming

study in which subjects made SAME/DIFFERENT decisions about the cate-

gories to which common objects and activities belong. Instead, this

experiment was designed to evaluate the similarity relations among the

prime and pair items used in Experiments 1 and 2. Two kinds of similar-

ity scaling tasks, within-category tasks and a scaling of category names,

were included.

The Six Within-Category Tasks

Subjects scaled six groups containing nine words each. The six

groups of words consisted of items from the experimental categories used

in the earlier studies; furniture, fruit, vegetable, clothing, vehicle, and

sport. Within each category, nine words were scaled; these included all

of the primes and pairs that had been presented from that category in

Experiments 1 and 2, except for the word blank. So, there were six

within-category tasks, each consisting of all the experimental primes and

126
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pairs (other than blank) from one of the cultural categories used in the

first two studies.

For each of the six within -cate gory tasks, the following hypotheses

were tested:

1, That primes earlier described as "similar" or "dissimilar" to

their pairs indeed were scaled as such by subjects from the

same population as those serving in Experiments 1 and 2.

2, That the scaled similarity of the category name to a category
item was positively correlated with that item's typicality rank-
ing, This examined directly the suggestion of Evans and Lock-
head that a CAT prime is more similar to good than to poor
items --and that therefore faster responses to g pairs than to p
pairs after CAT can be explained by the higher prime -pair simi-

larity of the g pairs.

So, the within-category tasks were designed both to confirm prime-pair

similarity relations and to compare the similarities of good and poor pair

items to the category name.

The Category Names Task

Subjects also completed a second type of similarity scaling. In this

task, they were presented with the six category labels, and they evaluated

the similarities among these names. There were two purposes to the cate-

gory names task:

1, To document the general similarity relations among the experi-

mental categories,

2, To test in particular whether the fruit and vegetable categories

were more similar to each other than either was to furniture,

(Relations among these three categories were important for the

discussion of category differences in Experiment 2,)
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Summary

Seven similarity scaling tasks were presented to each subject. Six

were within-category tasks, each including all the non-blank prime and

pair items from one of the cultural, categories used in Experiments 1 and 2,

The similarity relations between prime words and pair items were exam-

ined; and one of these relations, similarity to the category name, was

compared to a second widely used category measure, rated typicality. The

seventh task had subjects evaluate overall cros s -category similarity by

scaling the six category names. Examined were general relations between

the groups, especially the relative similarities of fruit, vegetable, and

furniture

,

Subjects

Four Duke University graduate students, all females, served as sub-

jects, Each was a native English speaker and received payment for her

participation. None had taken part in the earlier studies; all were naive

as to experimental hypotheses.

Stimuli

The stimuli were 54 words, the set of experimental items used in

Experiment 1 excluding the word blank; see Table 2, (Since the stimuli of

Experiment 2 were a subset of the stimuli of Experiment 1, all the primes

and pairs from both of the earlier studies were included here.) The 54

words consisted of the 4 pair items (2 good and 2 poor) and the 5 non-
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blank prime items (CAT, G/S, P/S, G/D, and P/D) from each of the 6

experimental categories.

These 54 words were composed into 7 sets as follows. For each of

the 6 categories, a within-category set was formed consisting of that

category's 4 pair and 5 prime items. For example, from the vegetable

category, the within -ca,te gory set included the 2 g and 2 p pair items --

broccoli (g), asparagus (g), yam (p), and pumpkin (p)--and the 5 prime

items - -vegetable (CAT), spinach (C/S), sweet potato (P/S), corn (G/D),

and parsley (P/D), Stimuli for the seventh task consisted of the 6 cate-

gory labels: furniture, fruit, vegetable, clothing, vehicle, and sport.

Within each of the 7 sets, all possible pairs of items were obtained,

including both left-right and right-left orders (but excluding pairing to

self). This resulted in 72 pairs of words for each of the 6 within-category

tasks, and 30 pairs of words for the set of category names.

Procedure

Each subject received the category name set as her final task and

was presented the six within-category sets in a unique random order. The

sequence of pairs within any task was also randomly determined and differ-

ent for each subject. Presentation order, stimulus display, and response

recording were under the same computer control as were the earlier

studies

,

A subject entered the sound -attenuating chamber and was seated

before the oscilloscope screen and response keyboard. On the screen
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were displayed, in a randomly ordered list, the 9 items from the first

within-category task. The subject was told that pairs of words from this

list would be presented one pair at a time, and that she would be asked to

evaluate on a scale of 1 to 10 how similar the items of a presented pair

were to each other. The keyboard buttons marked 1 to 10 were indicated

for use as the similarity scale, with 1 also marked "most similar" and 10

marked "least similar," Subjects were explicitly instructed to interpret

similar as similar -in-meaning rather than, for example, similar -in-

word-length, It was stated that all possible pairs, and no self-pairings,

woxild occur and that the task was not timed. Subjects were then asked to

study the list of 9 items until they had developed a rough scale of similari-

ties; they were told that once they had developed this scale they were to

initiate the first trial with a key press. Questions were answered and the

experimenter left the room.

The 72 pairs from this first 9-word set were presented, one at a

time in the random order prescribed, on the oscilloscope screen. Each

pair appeared centered and written left to right on a single line in letters

approximately 3 mm high with a space averaging about 20 mm between the

words. The pair remained on the screen until the subject pressed a key,

and then the screen was erased and the next pair appeared. For each

trial, the computer recorded the items presented and the key pressed. All

possible word pairings occurred twice, once left-right ordered and once

right -left ordered.
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At the end of the set, the subject was given a brief rest while the
|

I

computer output the data for that task. She then returned to the chamber
I

and studied the 9 -item list for the next task. After all 6 within-category

sets were completed, the list of 6 category names was presented; sub-
|

jects scaled this set using the same procedure. At the completion of this
|

j

final task, subjects were informed about the study and were asked for com-

ments, The entire session lasted approximately 1 hour.

Results

Responses to the left-right and right -left presentations of a particu-

lar pair were averaged. Data from each task were then scaled using the

Guttman-Lingoes method (Guttman, 1968), Similarity spaces, averaged

over subjects, are shown in Figure 10, A sufficient fit for the data of each

task was obtained in either one or two dimensions. (Coefficients of aliena- i

i

tion ranged from .00124 to , 132 in the one- or two-dimensional solutions
j

i

i

shown.) Details of the average judgments that are of most interest are

now described.

Results of the Six Within-Category Tasks

There were two major purposes of the six within-category tasks: to

examine the relation of similarity-to-category-name and typicality; and to

verify that the "similar" and "dissimilar" primes of Experiments 1 and 2

were rated as such by subjects like those serving in the earlier studies.

j

The results related to each of these issues are now described. Also
j

1



132

Figure 10. Average similarity spaces obtained from the data of

Experiment 3: Beginning at the bottom left and moving clockwise, space
shown are from the sport, fruit, furniture, vegetable, clothing, and
vehicle within-category tasks; the space on the bottom right depicts aver
age responses in the category names task.
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included are the results of a further test of the importance of similarity

in the analysis of priming results: an examination of the correlation

between prime -pair similarity and prime -pair reaction time.

The Ratings of Typicality and of Similarity

to the Category Name

It was shown here that rated typicality and scaled similarity to the

category label are highly correlated measures. This was demonstrated as

follows. Eight items of each within-category set, the entire set excluding

the category name, were listed with their rated typicality (obtained from

Rosch, 1975b, pp, 229-233) and with their scaled similarity to the cate-

gory name (obtained in the present study and shown in Table 3), The cor-

relation between these two measures was then computed. The measures

proved to be very positively correlated, r_ (46) =
, 940, < ,001. That is,

items rated as highly typical of their category were scaled by the subjects

in Experiment 3 as very similar to the category name; those of low typi-

cality were scaled as not very similar to the name. This verifies the sug-

gestion of Evans and Lockhead (Note 1) that good items are more similar

to the category prime than are poor items.

The Ratings of Prime and Pair Similarity

The relative similarities of all the experimental primes and pairs

were examined next. It was shown that relations assumed in the discus-

sions of Experiments 1 and 2 were in fact confirmed by subjects from the

same population as the subjects in the priming studies. Table 3 presents
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mean ratings of each pair item to each prime type for all categories,
|

1

I

(Note: 1 = very similar; 10 = very dissimilar.) As can be seen, the "simi-
|

i

j

lar" prime was rated as much more like its matched pair than was the dis -
j

similar prime. For good pairs, the average similarity between each good
|

pair item and the G/S prime was 2, 27; the average similarity of each g i

pair item to the G/D prime was 5. 63. For poor pairs, the average simi-
|

i

1

larities of each poor pair item to the P/S and P/D primes were 2.23 and
i

8.33. The prime-pair relations supposed earlier were thus confirmed,
j

Other results of the within-category similarity ratings that are of

special interest are now described. As it was designed to be (see pp. 26-27),

intra-pair similarity was high, averaging 2, 30 for the good SAME pair
;

items and 2.46 for the poor SAME pair items; that is, the two items of a

SAME pair were rated as very similar to each other. Of the two primes

rated as similar to the items of the good pairs, the G/S prime was on

average rated as slightly more similar to the pairs than was the category

name. Finally, while for the good pairs the G/D prime was more similar

to the pairs than were either of the poor primes, for the poor pairs the

p/d prime was very dissimilar to the poor pairs, more so than even the

good primes or CAT were. The importance of these rating results has

already been treated in the Discussion sections of the previous studies.

The Correlation of SAME Reaction Time
|

and Prime -Pair Similarity
j

Once the prime and pair similarity ratings had been obtained, an

1

i

I

!
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additional analysis could be run. Since in Experiment 1 mean reaction

times to these same prime -pair combinations were tabulated, it was pos-

sible to examine the correlation between prime -pair similarity and prime-

pair reaction time. Averaged over subjects and over categories, and

shown separately for s.c, and p, i, pair forms, these prime-pair similari

ties and reaction times are listed in Table 4, (For the s,c. forms, simi-

larity to the prime was taken to be the mean similarity of each of the two

pair items to the prime. In the p,i, forms, only one item was involved,

and its similarity to the prime was used.) For both pair forms, the cor-

relation of prime -pair reaction time and prime -pair similarity was posi-

tive and significant: for s.c, pair forms, r (6) = .739, p < .05; and for

p,i, pair forms, r (6) = .823, p < ,05, When a prime was similar to its

pair, reaction time to that pair was fast; response was slow when the

prime and pair were dissimilar.

Results of the Category Names Task

There were two purposes to the category names task: to examine

the similarity relations of the six experimental categories; and to test, in

particular, whether fruit and vegetable were more similar to each other

than either was to furniture. The results related to all these category

comparisons are described below. Also included are the results of an

analysis of the relation between category similarity and reaction times to

DIFFERENT pairs composed of items from the scaled categories.
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The Ratings of Similarity of

the Category Names

As their final task, subjects rated the pairwise similarities of the

six category names. As seen in the category-name space in Figure 10,

fruit and vegetable were rated as very much more similar to each other

(average rating = 1.5) than were any of the other name pairs (ratings

ranging from 6.00 to 8. 50). In particular, fruit and vegetable were much

more similar to each other than either was, on average, to furniture; this

confirms the higher intra-pair similarity of biologic as compared to cross

DIFFERENT pairs (see Experiment 2),

The Correlation of DIFFERENT Reaction

Time and Category Similarity

Since the experimental DIFFERENT pairs were formed across cate-

gories, it was possible to examine the correlation between mean reaction

time to a particular category comparison and the rated similarity of the

names of the two categories involved in that comparison. For example,

the average speed to respond DIFFERENT to all pairs involving a sport

and a vehicle in Experiment 1 was compared to the average rated simi-

larity of the two category names, sport and vehicle. Table 5 presents

mean similarities for the category names (averaged over subjects) and

mean reaction times to the various category pairings (taken from the

DIFFERENT pairs of Experiment 1 and averaged over subjects, replicates

of category comparison, and the five prime types). There was a reliable

correlation between category similarity and DIFFERENT reaction time,
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Table 5

Mean Category Similarities and DIFFERENT Reaction Times
(DIFFERENT Pairs, Experiment 1)

Category pairings

Similarities of

category names
Reaction times to

DIFFERENT pairs

Furniture -

fruit or vegetable

(cross pairs) 8, 50 996

Fruit -vegetable

(biologic pairs) 1, 50 1420

Clothing - vehicle 6, 00 987

Sport-vehicle 5,75 1218

Sport -clothing 7, 00 982

Correlation of category similarity

and DIFFERENT reaction time:

r (3) = -,895, p < , 05,

Note, Cells are averages over subjects and, for the reaction

times, over replicates of category comparison and prime types. Reaction

times are in milliseconds; similarity was rated on a scale of 1 = very

similar, 10 = very dissimilar.
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r_ (3) - 895, p < , 05. Notice that the correlation was negative: The more

dissimilar the categories to which the items of a DIFFERENT pair

belonged, the faster subjects were to respond that those items were of a

different category.

Discus sion

The major purpose of Experiment 3 was to confirm similarities that

had been assumed in earlier studies between primes and the items of

SAME pairs. First of all, it was necessary to verify that the "similar"

and "dissimilar" primes of Experiments 1 and 2 indeed stood in these rela-

tions to their respective pairs. As shown in Table 3, the within-category

tasks of Experiment 3 confirmed these similarity expectations. Secondly,

by examining the rated similarity of one particular prime, the category

name, to the items of good and poor pairs, the suggestion of Evans and

Lockhead that good items of SAME pairs are much more similar to the

category label than are poor items was tested. Since this suggestion was

verified in the present study, one way to explain Rosch's differential facili-

tation of SAME responses to good pairs by a category cue is in terms of

prime -pair similarity: Responses to g items after a CAT prime may be

faster than are responses to p items after CAT because g items are more

similar to that prime.

The obtained similarity ratings were also used in this experiment,

as well as in the two earlier Discussion sections, to predict reaction times

to both SAME pairs and DIFFERENT pairs in the various prime -pair
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presentations of the first and second studies. The success of particular

predictions has already been described in the other Discussions; it will be

briefly summarized here.

For SAME pair forms, responses to a particular pair were shown

to be fastest when the prime was most similar to that pair. That is,

prime -pair similarity successfully predicted prime -pair response time:

Good pairs were responded to fastest after G/S and CAT primes, and poor

pairs were responded to fastest after a P/S prime. Further, even when

both cues were of the pair's typicality (the "new test" of similarity

reported in this paper), prime -pair similarity predicted the pattern of

responses: A prime similar to the pair resulted in faster performance

than did a cue rated as dissimilar, although both cues matched the pair in

typicality. As an overall confirmation of the success of these similarity

predictions of response times to SAME pairs, it was shown in Experiment

3 that there was a significant positive correlation between SAME reaction

time to a pair and the rated similarity of that pair to the prime that had

preceded it.

For DIFFERENT responses, the ratings available made possible

only a more general prediction. All the cross -category pairs of items

used in the experiments were not similarity scaled. Instead, the six cate-

gory names were rated, a much less time-consuming process and one that

probably gives a fair approximation to the appearance of the total similarity

space, (Homa, Rhoads, and Chambliss, 1979, have demonstrated that, in
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a space containing several familiar categories, all the members of a

group tend to cluster together. Therefore, it can be assumed that, had

all the items of the six categories been paired in all possible ways and

scaled together, the space would have depicted six groups, but with each

clustered around the location shown in the bottom right panel of Figure 10

for its category name. The category name space, therefore, provides a

reasonable approximation to the total configuration. ) It was demon-

strated that reaction time to a pair- -how long it took to make a DIFFER-

ENT response--could be significantly predicted from the similarity of

the category names of the items involved. The more similar were the

categories, the slower was a discriminatory response. A particular

application of this prediction, comparing response times to cross and

biologic DIFFERENT pairs, has already been discussed in Experiment 2:

Discriminations among the similar fruits and vegetables were slower than

discriminations of items of either biologic group from the dissimilar

furniture items.

In summary. Experiment 3 confirmed similarity predictions made

in earlier studies. It also provided a base of ratings to be used in predict-

ing the particular reaction times obtained in Experiments 1 and 2. The

success of these predictions provided strong support for the similarity

interpretation of priming effects: Responses are most speeded by a prime

similar to the upcoming test stimuli.
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SUMMARY AND GENERAL DISCUSSION

The most important conclusion of the experiments reported here is

that some kinds of category decision-making are significantly influenced

by the similarity relations of category members. Responses to both

SAME and DIFFERENT pairs were affected by the similarity structure

i

within and between groups. For DIFFERENT pairs, decisions that the

two pair members came from different categories were shown to be fastest

when the items involved in the decisions were dissimilar to each other:

when the item most unlike the prime was read first (the faster processing

of mm, than of m. pair forms); and when the two categories from which

i

the pair was taken were very unlike each other (the faster processing of

I

cross than of biologic pair forms), I

I

Responses to SAME pairs were of special theoretic interest. It was
'

shown for these pair forms that response speeds were related to the simi-

larity relations within a category; Responses to two members from the *

same group were fastest when those items had been primed by a cue simi-

lar to them. In fact, the relative similarities of the various primes to a

test pair successfully predicted the ordering of the response times to the
|

pair in those priming conditions. The hypothesis that prime -pair

144
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similarity determines prime -pair reaction time can explain the response

patterns obtained here in the cueing conditions used for SAME pairs by

Rosch and by Evans and Lockhead: Category names and good category

members, both similar to the good pairs, produced fast responses to

these good pairs; poor category members, similar to the poor pairs, pro-

duced fast responses to the poor pairs. In addition to these replication

prime results, it was also shown in the present studies that prime -pair

similarity importantly affected response times even when the typicality

match of prime and pair was controlled: Of two primes matched to a test

pair in typicality, the prime similar to the pair produced faster responses

than did the prime dissimilar to the pair.

To summarize the general finding reported in this paper; Response

speeds to a pair of category members are importantly influenced by the

similarity relations within and between categories. In particular, it was

demonstrated that, in a sample of cultural classifications, SAME responses

to members of both high and low typicality are fast when the test items are

cued appropriately, that is, with a prime similar to them. Rather than

explaining, as Rosch's theory suggests, that good members are responded

to quickly after a category name prime because of the special status of

these members in the category, it can be claimed more generally that any

pair is responded to quickly when primed by a cue similar to that pair.

As a particular case, the facilitation of responses to good members in the

category prime condition can be interpreted as reflecting the. fact that the
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category name is a cue similar to the good pair items; poor items are not

so facilitated by the category name as are good items because they are

less like the cue. This interpretation of priming effects in terms of prime-

pair similarity is a more general theory than is an explanation in terms of

the special characteristics of prototypes. Similarity can explain not only

fast responses to good pairs after the category prime but can also explain

the obtained fast responses to these pairs after the other prime similar to

them (G/S) and the obtained fast responses to poor pairs after a prime

similar to those poor items (P/S), Any category member, good or poor,

is responded to quickly if primed appropriately.

Given this similarity interpretation of priming results, what does it

mean to be a category prototype? Some members of a natural group d^

seem to have a special status in a wide range of cognitive tasks. Many of

the processing advantages of prototypes were mentioned in the introduction

to this paper; they include the better memorability of prototypes and the

faster evaluation of prototypes as belonging to their category. Why do

prototypes have these advantages? What role do prototypes play in a

natural group?

It can be suggested that prototypes have two qualities that give them

an important position in category structure: They are often distinctive

members of the set and they are always representative members. First

of all, being a prototype usually means being distinctive, being unmistake

-

able in the category. For some groups, this distinctiveness has been
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described as perceptually, or even biologically, based. For natural cate-

gories like color, facial expressions, and form, the prototypes may be

universal, "'given' by the perceptual system" (Rosch, 1975d, p. 182).

For example, prototypic colors may be distinctive because they are at the

peaks of the opponent -process response curves; they are "good" because

of the biology of the human eye (see Kay & McDaniel, 1975), In facial

expressions, distinct universal types may result from standardized actions

of muscle groups (Ekman &: Oster, 1979), In form, certain configurations

may be perceptually distinctive, like the regular, symmetric, closed

figures the Gestalt psychologists called "good wholes" (Wertheimer, 1923/

1938) and the dot patterns used by Garner that rotate and reflect uniquely

(see, for example. Garner & Sutliff, 1974), Even in more culturally

specific categories than these, prototypes are often very distinctive mem-

bers, They may be especially large, or of cultural significance, or fre-

quently observed; an example of such a distinctive member is the Golden

Eagle described earlier as a prototype in the Shoshoni bird taxonomy

(Hage & Miller, 1976).

Besides often being distinctive, prototypes are also representative

members of a natural category. In this sense, prototypes play in cognition

the role stereotypes play in the social group: Each is a shorthand or sum-

mary for its category. The representativeness of prototypes has been

demonstrated in a wide variety of tasks. Good members are rated as

belonging more to the group than are poor members; they are given
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frequently as associates to the category name; they are responded to more

quickly than are poor items in categorical inclusion tasks. All these

results demonstrate the representativeness of prototypes.

These two special features of good members, their distinctiveness

and their representativeness, may in part at least explain their special

status in the category. But what makes these members distinctive and

representative? Are these features inherent properties of prototypes,

special aspects of their nature? Consider instead that both the distinctive-

ness and the representativeness of prototypes can be explained by simi-

larity relations within the category. The special status of prototypes may

not rest on any inherent characteristics of these items themselves, but on

their relation to the other members of the group.

What is the evidence for this similarity interpretation of the status

of prototypes? Several studies, conducted with diverse sets of stimuli,

support this relational hypothesis. Discussed first is the evidence that

the distinctiveness of prototypes is determined by the similarity relations

of all category members. It can be argued that prototypes are often dis-

tinctive in a natural group because there is usually little else in the group

at all like the prototypes; that is, it may be that the distinctiveness of

prototypes depends on the similarity structure of the stimulus set. Some

color studies by Lucy and Shweder (1979) support this claim. They showed

that, in the color display used by Rosch to demonstrate superior memory

for prototypes (see Heider, 1972), the good colors were always recognized
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more accurately even when no memory was involved in the task (when the

display was available continuously), Lucy and Shweder concluded that,

rather than having some special memorability, focal colors are simply

more discriminable in the set than are nonfocal colors. When they con-

trolled for this higher discriminability (by removing confusing chips until

nonfocal colors were about as easy to recognize in a continuously avail-

able display as were focal colors) they found no memory advantage for

prototypes in a short-term memory task and only a marginal advantage

after a longer delay. At least some of the distinctiveness of color proto-

types then may depend on their relation to other category members,

Krumhansl (1978), in a recent theoretical paper, has suggested that mem-

bers other than prototypes can also have a "special status" in the group if

these nonprototypes are "particularly salient or distinctive" (p, 448); she

notes, for example, that extreme intensities of tones are often more

accurately identified than are mean intensities. This suggests that dis-

tinctiveness in the group is not a property restricted to prototypes. Per-

haps any member might be distinctive in a suitable context.

King, Crist, and Lockhead (1979) demonstrated in fact that context

can importantly determine distinctiveness in the set, even to the point of

counteracting goodness. They used geometric stimuli and included good

and poor dot patterns, where good and poor were defined both in terms of

rated goodness and by Garner's definition of rotation and reflection sub-

groups. (Good patterns, as defined by Garner, rotate and reflect into only
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a small number of alternate patterns; poor patterns form a large number

of alternate configurations when transformed by rotation and reflection.

See Garner, 1974,) Besides including both good and poor patterns, King

et al, also chose their stimuli carefully in terms of similarity relations,

A set of good patterns was picked such that all these good items were very

similar to each other; a set of poor patterns was picked such that each

was distinctive from all the other poor items and from all the good patterns.

That is, in this study the usual relation of similarity and prototypicality

in natural categories was reversed; The nonprototypes were distinctive.

King et al, found that these distinctive poor patterns were classified more

quickly than were the prototypic, but highly confusable, good patterns.

They concluded that the more dissimilar an item is to the rest of the

stimulus set, the more quickly it is classified, regardless of its status as

a good pattern. They suggest that, at least in these kinds of artificial

categories, good patterns may traditionally have been found to be responded

to more quickly not because they are good, but because it is often the case

that they are very dissimilar to the rest of the set.

It can be claimed then that the distinctive quality of natural proto-

types may depend on their similarity relation with the rest of the category

rather than on any special feature unique to them. The other quality

apparent in natural prototypes, their representativeness, is also explain-

able in terms of similarity relations. As was shown in Experiment 3 here,

there is a high positive correlation between the rated typicality of category
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members and the similarity of those members to the category name: More

typical members are scaled as more similar to the category name. Since

it has been shown that decisions are faster about items similar to stimuli

just processed than about items unlike the previous stimuli (see, for

example, Meyer & Schaneveldt, 1971), it would be expected that responses

to good items would be faster than responses to poor items after a cate-

gory stimulus. That is, performance in any task that requires some

accessing of the category name or of the category in general (e,g., prim-

ing by the category label) should be better for typical member s - -items

similar to that name --than for poor items that are dissimilar to it. This

suggestion can explain the data supporting the representativeness of proto-

types: their faster processing in categorical inclusion tasks (where items

are evaluated as part of the category) and their frequent occurrence as

category name associates. Again, therefore, an important aspect of pro-

totypes that might be considered inherent to them can be explained in terms

of similarity relations within the set --here, in terms of the similarity of

items to the category name.

To return to the original question, what is the role of the prototype

in a natural category? The category can be thought of as a structured

surface, an ordered space of several dimensions in which the category

members are situated. The structure of this surface is determined by the

similarity relations of the members: Items similar to each other are

located near each other on the category surface; those members dissimilar
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to each other are far apart. The category prototype, then, might be a

point on that surface. Its position, like the locations of all category mem-

bers, is determined by its similarity to the rest of the group. It may

often be at the center of the surface, especially if category members

share a "family resemblance" to each other; The prototype would share

more characteristics with other members of the set than does any other

item and so would be centrally located (compare Rosch & Mervis, 1975).

The prototype is a special surface point because it is the usual

access route to the structured category space. When the category is pro-

cessed very generally (e.g,, when subjects are primed by the category

name), the prototype is accessed first and then other members can be

called, perhaps in the order of their similarity to the initially accessed

prototype. But, the prototype is not the necessary access route. When

cued to other points on the category surface (e, g, ,
when subjects are

primed nonprototypically), the human information processor can access

the category at those other points. When prototypes are referenced,

responses will be fast to all items on the surface that are near (similar to)

those prototypes; when poor members are accessed, responses will be

fast to all items on the surface that are near (similar to) those nonproto-

types, The efficiency of category decision-making, the speed and accuracy

of processing on the category surface, is determined by the appropriate-

ness of the accessed reference point for the task at hand. The most

appropriate reference is not always the prototype; it always the
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reference point most similar to the category members involved in the

decision. The role of a prototype in a natural category is to serve as the

usual reference point to that category. But the prototype is a single avail-

able reference in a system containing many potential references; it is a

single point on the category surface. The similarity relations among

category members structure that surface and importantly determine the

processing of category information.
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APPENDIX A

STATISTICAL RESULTS

Experiment Ij Replication Primes for SAME Pairs

Analysis: 4-way, within -subjects analysis of variance, pair typicality (2)

X prime type (4) x category (6) x subjects (18),

Results for s.c, pairs

Source of variation df SS MS F

Category (A) 5 13, 250, 200 2, 650, 030 4 ^

Prime type (B) 3 1, 689, 340 563, 115 1. 82

Pair typicality (C) 1 14, 724, 900 14, 724, '900 34. 55---

A X B 15 10, 032, 800 668, 851 2.46^;^^

A X C 5 14, 642, 800 2, 928, 560 6, 29---

B X C 3 7, 103, 230 2, 367, 740 9. 69---

A X B X C 15 6, 495, 870 433, 058 1, 39

A X subjects 85 45, 434, 400 534, 522 --

B X subjects 51 15, 745, 300 308, 731

C X subjects 17 7, 244, 540 426, 150

A X B X subjects 255 69, 082, 100 270, 910 --

A X C X subjects 85 39, 548, 700 465, 278 --

B X C X subjects 51 12, 455, 200 244, 219

A X B X C X subjects 255 79, 258, 900 310, 819 --

Subjects 17 50, 030, 600 2, 942, 980 --

Totals 863 386, 739, 000

^p < .05,

^'I'P <0 0 1.

< . 001 .
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APPENDIX A (continued)

I

I

Source of variation

Results for

df

p. i, pairs

SS MS F

Category (A) 5 1, 392, 770 278, 554 1. 84

Prime type (B) 3 1, 097,470 365, 824 2, 77

Pair typicality (C) 1 523, 648 523, 648 3. 93

A X B 15 4, 429, 820 295, 322 2,

A X C 5 3, 268, 990 653, 798 6 o 08^^^'

B X C 3 3, 631, 100 1, 210, 370 10 o
21^^'!'

A X B X C 15 3, 389, 180 225, 946 2, 29^^

A X subjects 85 12, 837, 100 151, 025

B X subjects 51 6, 727, 680 131, 915

C X subjects 17 2, 263, 300 133, 135 --

A X B X subjects 255 27, 303, 600 107, 073

A X C X subjects 85 9, 129, 090 107, 401

B X C X subjects 51 6, 045, 570 118, 541

A X B X C X subjects 255 25. 078, 100 98, 345,

7

Subjects 17 26, 063, 400 1, 533, 140

Totals 863 133, 181, 000

i

I
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APPENDIX B

STATISTICAL RESULTS

Experiment 1, New Test for SAME Pairs

Analysis: 4-way, within -subjects analysis of variance, typicality of

prime and pair (2) x

(6) X subjects (18)

,

similarity of prime and pair (2) X category

Results for s , c
,
pairs

Source of variation df SS MS F

Category (A) 5 6, 121, 860 1, 224, 370 4, 20--

Typicality (B) 1 7, 930, 300 7, 930, 300 22.

Similarity (C) 1 2, 067, 200 2, 067, 200 4. 73^

A X B 5 5, 562, 620 1, 112, 520 3. 8L'^^

A X C 5 1, 539, 140 307, 827 1,26

B X C 1 460, 224 460, 224 2, 97

A X B X C 5 603, 712 120, 742 ,48

A X subjects 85 24, 741, 400 291, 075 --

B X subjects 17 5, 988, 670 352, 275 --

C X subjects 17 7, 423, 170 436, 657 --

A X B X subjects 85 24, 774, 700 291, 467 --

A X C X subjects 85 20, 649, 800 242, 939 --

B X C X subjects 17 2, 631, 300 154, 782

A X B X C X subjects 85 21, 284, 300 250, 403

Subjects 17 25, 248, 500 1, 485, 210

T otals 431 157, 027, 000

-'£ < o 05,

<, 01 ,

< „ 001 .
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Source of v3.riation

Results

df

for p. i, pairs

SS MS F

Category (A) 5 2, 764, 100 552, 819 1. 84

Typicality (B) 1 1, 227, 390 1, 227, 390 6, 01*

Similarity (C) 1 829, 696 829, 696 4, 32

A X B 5 2, 349, 060 469, 811 2. 08

A X C 5 3, 526, 660 705, 331 2.84*

B X C 1 712, 448 712, 448 2,02

A X B X C 5 1, 058, 940 211, 789 .84

A X subjects 85 25, 531, 500 300, 371 --

B X subjects 17 3, 471, 360 204, 198

C X subjects 17 3, 263, 360 191, 962

A X B X subjects 85 19, 194, 700 225, 820

A X C X subjects 85 21, 092, 900 248, 151 --

B X C X subjects 17 5, 968, 640 351, 096

A X B X C X subjects 85 21, 552, 800 253, 562

Subjects 17 19, 580, 700 1, 151, 810

Totals 431 132, 124, 000
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APPENDIX C

STATISTICAL RESULTS

Experiment 1, All Analyses of DIFFERENT Pairs

Resiilts for replication primes

Analysis: 4-way, within -subject

X pair typicality (2) x
s analysis of variance, form of

prime type (4) x subjects (18).

pair (2)

Source of variation df SS MS F

Prime type (A) 3 2, 290, 430 763, 477 11. 46**-

Pair typicality (B) 1 4, 678, 020 4, 678, 020 29, 49>n^5!s

Form of pair (C) 1 1, 221, 630 1, 221, 630 20, 29^**

A X B 3 67, 712 22, 570.7 .43

A X C 3 384, 960 128, 320 1. 84

B X C 1 30, 720 30, 720 . 37

A X B X C 3 30, 400 10, 133.

3

. 14

A X subjects 51 3, 397, 380 66, 615,2

B X subjects 17 2, 696, 260 158, 603

C X subjects 17 1, 023, 360 60, 197,7

A X B X subjects 51 2, 672, 900 52, 409.

7

--

A X C X subjects 51 3, 542, 980 69, 470. 1

B X C X subjects 17 1, 384, 700 81, 453. 2

A X B X C X subjects 51 3, 495, 170 68, 532.

7

Subjects 17 18, 679, 700 1, 098, 800

T otals 287 45, 596, 300

^-p < , 05.

*'!'P <.01.
< . 001 .
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APPENDIX C (continued)

Results for new test

Analysis; 4-way, within -subjects analysis of variance, form of pair (2)

X typicality of prime and pair (2) x similarity of prime and
pair (2) x subjects (18),

Source of variation

Similarity (A)

Typicality (B)

Form of pair (C)

A X B

A X C

B X C

A X B X C

A X subjects

B X subjects

C X subjects

A X B X subjects

A X C X subjects

B X C X subjects

A X B X C X subjects

Subjects

df SS MS F

1 224 224 ,01

1 3, 228, 000 3, 228, 000 16,42^-

1 770, 592 770, 592 20,06^^

1 73, 920 73, 920 2, 69

1 7, 200 7, 200 ,05

1 88, 000 88, 000 1, 78

1 4, 096 4, 096 . 03

17 359, 136 21, 125, 6 --

17 3, 340, 990 196, 529 --

17 652, 736 38, 396,

2

17 466, 560 27, 444,

7

17 2, 228, 770 131, 104

17 838, 976 49, 351, 5

17 1, 822, 980 107, 234

17 10, 993, 200 646, 656

143 24, 875, 300T otals
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APPENDIX D

STATISTICAL RESULTS

Experiment 2, Replication Primes for SAME Pairs

Analysis: 5 -way, within -subjects analysis of variance, trial (2) x pair

typicality (2) x prime type (4) x category (3) x subjects (18),

Results for s.c, pairs

Source of variation df SS MS F

Trial (A) 1 3, 154, 300 3, 154, 300 13.34''!^^:^

Category (B) 2 9, 283, 970 4, 641, 980 15, 18---

Prime type (C) 3 2, 020, 990 673, 664 6, 02^-^^

Pair typicality (D) 1 4, 396, 800 4, 396, 800 22, 53^‘^*

A X B 2 415,488 207, 744 .95

A X C 3 323, 200 107, 733 1, 22

A X D 1 443, 904 443, 904 3,40

B X C 6 602, 880 100, 480 1, 00

B X D 2 5, 584, 380 2, 792, 190 19, 34':^^-^'-

C X D 3 442,496 147,499 1. 24

A X B X C 6 934, 528 155, 755 1,31

A X B X D 2 612, 096 306, 048 4, 62^

A X C X D 3 768, 896 256, 299 3, 28^^

B X C X D 6 569,472 94, 912 .83

A X B X C X D 6 272, 256 45, 376 , 36

A X subjects 17 4, 017, 540 236, 326

B X subjects 34 10, 390, 800 305, 611

C X subjects 51 5, 699, 330 111, 752 --

D X subjects 17 3, 316, 350 195, 079 --

A X B X subjects 34 7,414, 660 218, 078 --

A X C X subjects 51 4, 498, 430 88, 204.

5

--

A X D X subjects 17 2, 217, 860 130, 462

B X C X subjects 102 10, 204, 300 100, 042

B X D X subjects 34 4, 907, 390 144, 335

C X D X subjects 51 6, 063, 100 118, 884

A X B X C X subjects 102 12, 052, 900 118, 165

A X B X D X subjects 34 2, 251, 780 66, 228.7 --

A X C X D X subjects 51 3, 975, 040 77, 942

B X C X D X subjects 102 11, 537,400 113, 112

AxBxCxDx subjects 102 12, 697, 100 124, 481 --

Subjects 17 35, 236, 600 2, 072, 740 —

Totals 863 166, 306, 000

^'P < ,05, < ,01, < ,001.
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APPENDIX D (continued)

Source of variation

Trial (A)

Category (B)

Prime type (C)

Pair typicality (D)

A X B
A X C
A X D
B X C
B X D
C X D
A X B X C
A X B X D
A X C X D
B X C X D
A X B X C X D
A X subjects

B X subjects

C X subjects

D X subjects

A X B X subjects

A X C X subjects

A X D X subjects

B X C X subjects

B X D X subjects

C X D X subjects

A X B X C X subjects

A X B X D X subjects

A X C X D X subjects

B X C X D X subjects

AxBxCxDx subjects

Subjects

T otals

Results for p, io pairs

df SS

1 1, 421, 120

2 1, 071, 680
3 367, 680
1 1, 996, 670

2 92, 032
3 440, 256
1 5, 824
6 718, 720
2 69, 952

3 71, 232
6 322, 624
2 15, 040
3 38, 592
6 471, 168

6 531, 840
17 2, 022, 020
34 1, 469, 440
51 2, 072, 450
17 877, 376
34 1, 650, 620

51 3, 151, 230

17 618, 432
102 3, 691, 780

34 1, 434, 240

51 2, 277, 570

102 3, 526, 210

34 1, 502, 530

51 2, 020, 030

102 2, 554, 690

102 4, 185, 220

17 8, 877, 760

863 49, 566, 000

MS F

1, 421, 120

535, 840

122, 560

1, 996, 670

46, 016

146, 752

5, 824

119, 787

34, 976

23, 744

53. 770.

7

7, 520

12, 864

78, 528

88, 640

118, 942

43. 218.8
40. 636.

2

51, 610,4

48. 547.8

61, 788, 9

36, 378,4

36, 193, 9

42, 183,5

44. 658.

2

34, 570,

7

44, 192

39, 608,

5

25, 046

41, 031.

5

522, 221

11 , 94^‘>!^

12 , 39-'-'

3, 01>!=

38, 68'!''!”:'

.94

2. 37

. 16

3. 30'!<^'

, 82

, 53

1, 55

, 17

, 32

3. 13''!<^l‘

2, 16
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APPENDIX E

STATISTICAL RESULTS

Experiment 2, New Test for SAME Pairs

Analysis: 5-way, within -subjects analysis of variance, trial (2) x typicality

of prime and pair (2) x similarity of prime and pair (2) x cate-

gory (3) X subjects (18).

Results for s.c. pairs

Source of variation df SS MS F

Trial (A) 1

Category (B) 2

Typicality (C) 1

Similarity (D) 1

A X B 2

A X C 1

A X D 1

B X C 2

B X D 2

C X D 1

A X B X C 2

A X B X D 2

A X C X D 1

B X C X D 2

AxBxCxD 2

A X subjects 17

B X subjects 34

C X subjects 17

D X subjects 17

A X B X subjects 34

A X C X subjects 17

A X D X subjects 17

B X C X subjects 34

B X D X subjects 34

C X D X subjects 17

A X B X C X subjects 34

A X B X D X subjects 34

A X C X D X subjects 17

B X C X D X subjects 34

AxBxCxDx subjects 34

Subjects 17

Totals 431

-£ < .05. -'-'P <0 01.

3,440, 640 3, 440, 640 14. 03*^

4, on, 330 2, 005, 660 14. 56^''

2, 768, 510 2, 768, 510 16, 93^-

217,408 217, 408 1, 68

686, 208 343, 104 2. 11

429, 696 429, 696 4. 50-'^

35, 456 35,456 , 58

3, 273,410 1, 636, 700 9, 34^-

1, 210, 300 605, 152 4. 12^

196, 928 196, 928 2, 14

547, 712 273, 856 1. 83

62, 976 31, 488 ,29

309, 376 309, 376 3, 30

113, 856 56, 928 , 64

1, 000, 770 500, 384 7, 70^'-

4, 168, 380 245, 199

4, 682, 240 137, 713

2, 779, 460 163,497 --

2, 195, 520 129, 148 --

5, 509, 700 162, 050 --

1, 620, 420 95, 318. 6

1, 037, 380 61, 022, 1 --

5, 954, 820 175, 142 --

4, 982, 530 146, 545

1, 560, 960 91, 821.

2

--

5, 077, 440 149, 336 --

3, 575, 620 105, 165

1, 593, 540 93, 737.4

2, 985, 600 87, 811.

8

--

2, 207, 740 64, 933.

7

20, 295, 700 1, 193, 870

88, 531, 600

< aOOlo

1

I
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APPENDIX E (continued)

Results for p. pairs

Source of variation df SS MS F

Trial (A) 1 723, 680 723, 680 7. 03^'

Category (B) 2 1, 138, 400 569, 200 7. 08'-^"

Typicality (C) 1 238, 176 238, 176 3,43
Similarity (D) 1 672, 864 672, 864 13,99--
A X B 2 299, 968 149, 984 3,83^^

A X C 1 ill, 616 111, 616 ,93

A X D 1 141, 856 141, 856 3, 90

B X C 2 20, 960 10, 480 , 20

B X D 2 99,424. 49, 712 1, 27

C X D 1 263, 840 263, 840 14 . 9 6——

A X B X C 2 8,480 4, 240 . 05

A X B X D 2 103, 552 51, 776 1, 09

A X C X D 1 48, 896 48, 896 1, 03

B X C X D 2 26, 240 13, 120 , 33

A X B X C X D 2 547, 648 273, 824 3,6 6—

A X subjects 17 1, 748, 060 102, 827 --

B X subjects 34 2, 730, 050 80, 295,

5

--

C X subjects 17 1, 178, 400 69, 317,

6

--

D X subjects 17 817, 312 48, 077,

2

A X B X subjects 34 1, 328, 350 39, 069.

2

--

A X C X subjects 17 2, 028, 190 119, 305 --

A X D X subjects 17 618, 016 36, 353,

9

--

B X C X subjects 34 1, 758, 720 51, 727, 1 --

B X D X subjects 34 1, 330, 020 39, 118, 1

C X D X subjects 17 299, 712 17, 630, 1

A X B X C X subjects 34 2, 807, 200 82, 564,

7

A X B X D X subjects 34 1, 601, 440 47, 101.

2

A X C X D X subjects 17 803, 008 47, 235,

8

--

B X C X D X subjects 34 1, 323, 490 38, 926, 1

AxBxCxDx subjects 34 2, 536, 990 74, 617,4

Subjects 17 5, 864, 900 344, 994

Totals 431 33, 219, 500
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APPENDIX F

STATISTICAL RESULTS

Experiment 2, All Analyses of DIFFERENT Pairs

Analysis: 5 -way, within-subjects analysis of variance, trial (2) x form
of pair (2) x pair typicality (2) x prime type (4) x subjects (18),

Source of variation df SS MS F

Trial (A) 1 2, 462, 720 2, 462, 720 22, 65---

Prime type (B) 3 1,486, 590 495, 531 6. 98---

Pair typicality (C) 1 3, 508, 990 3, 508, 990 26, 67^:''^='-

Form of pair (D) 1 2, 002, 300 2, 002, 300 25. 87^-:^^^

A X B 3 59, 392 19, 797.

3

. 74

A X C 1 585, 600 585, 600 11,41^^^

A X D 1 128 128 . 003

B X C 3 430, 592 143, 531 2, 56

B X D 3 154, 624 51, 541. 3 1. 58

C X D 1 519, 424 519, 424 31. 10^'^^^:^

A X B X C 3 257, 536 85, 845. 3 3.

A X B X D 3 287, 616 95, 872 1.49

A X C X D 1 117, 120 117, 120 3. 57

B X C X D 3 146, 816 48, 938,

7

. 93

A X B X C X D 3 152, 576 50, 858.7 1. 30

A X subjects 17 1, 848, 320 108, 725 --

B X subjects 51 3, 619, 200 70, 964.

7

C X subjects 17 2, 236, 290 131, 546

D X subjects . 17 1, 315, 580 77, 387,

3

--

A X B X subjects 51 1, 363, 460 26, 734.4

A X C X subjects 17 872, 064 51, 297.

9

A X D X subjects 17 688, 640 40, 508.

2

B X C X subjects 51 2, 849, 790 55, 878.3

B X D X subjects 51 1, 663, 100 32, 609.

9

C X D X subjects 17 283, 904 16, 700. 2 --

A X B X C X subjects 51 1, 355, 780 26, 583.8 --

A X B X D X subjects 51 3, 267, 710 64, 072.

8

A X C X D X subjects 17 557, 312 32, 783. 1

B X C X D X subjects 51 2, 657, 410 52, 106

AxBxCxDx subjects 51 1, 993, 340 39, 085. 2

Subjects 17 28, 083, 600 1, 651, 980

Totals 575 66, 827, 500

< , 05. sl'p < .01, < .001.
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APPENDIX F (continued)

Analysis: 5 -way, within -subjects analysis of variance, trial (2) x form of

pair (2) x typicality of prime and pair (2) x similarity of prime
and pair (2) x subjects (18),

Source of variation df SS MS F

Trial (A) 1 1, 581, 180 1, 581, 180

Typicality (B) 1 4, 099, 780 4, 099, 780 16, 89---

Similarity (C) 1 103, 168 103, 168 1, 62

Form of pair (D) 1 1, 491, 780 1, 491, 780 19,4 6— —

—

A X B 1 750, 976 750, 976 18, 27---

A X C 1 23, 360 23, 360 , 56

A X D 1 3, 392 3, 392 , 08

B X C 1 37, 504 37, 504 , 76

B X D 1 72, 832 72, 832 1,51

C X D 1 13, 824 13, 824 . 37

A X B X C 1 2, 304 2, 304 , 04

A X B X D 1 11, 520 11, 520 .31

A X C X D 1 137, 600 137, 600 1, 25

B X C X D 1 59, 328 59, 328 1, 09

A X B X C X D 1 227, 712 227, 712 2, 26

A X subjects 17 737, 408 43, 376,

9

B X subjects 17 4, 126, 020 242, 707

C X subjects 17 1, 082, 050 63, 649,

9

D X subjects 17 1, 303, 170 76, 656, 9 --

A X B X subjects 17 698, 752 41, 103, 1

A X C X subjects 17 701, 760 41, 280

A X D X subjects 17 667, 648 39, 273,4

B X C X subjects 17 835, 904 49, 170.8

B X D X subjects 17 817, 792 48, 105,4

C X D X subjects 17 628, 608 36, 976. 9

A X B X C X subjects 17 890, 112 52, 359,

5

A X B X D X subjects 17 631, 424 37, 142,

6

A X C X D X subjects 17 1, 867, 140 109, 832

B X C X D X subjects 17 920, 512 54, 147,8

AxBxCxDx subjects 17 1, 711, 420 100, 672

Subjects 17 20, 909, 600 1, 229, 980

Totals 287 47, 145, 600
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